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bkhÊ¥ghl« - gFâ I - jÄœ

fhy msî : 3.00 kÂ neu« ]   [ bkh¤j kâ¥bg©fŸ : 90

11M« 

tF¥ò

(Édh¤jhŸ ÉilfSl‹)

gâî v©
bghJ¤nj®î khâÇ Édh¤jhŸ 1

jÄœ

m¿îiufŸ : (1)  m i d ¤ J  É d h ¡ f S «  r Ç a h f ¥ 

gâth» cŸsjh v‹gjid¢ rÇgh®¤J¡ 

bfhŸsî«, m¢R¥gâÉš FiwÆU¥ã‹, 

miw¡ f©fhÂ¥ghsÇl« cldoahf¤ 

bjÇÉ¡fî«.

  (2)  Úy« mšyJ fU¥ò ikÆid k£Lnk 

vGJtj‰F«, mo¡ nfhoLtj‰F« 

ga‹gL¤jî«.

F¿¥ò          :    (i)  É i l f Ÿ  b j Ë t h f î « ,  F ¿ ¤ j 

msÉdjhfî«, brhªj eilÆY« 

mikjš nt©L«.

  (ii)  bfhL¡f¥g£l eh‹F ÉilfËš Äfî« 

V‰òila ÉilÆid¤ nj®ªbjL¤J¡ 

F¿p£Ll‹ ÉilÆidí« nr®¤J 

vGJf.

gFâ - I
F¿¥ò: mid¤J Édh¡fS¡F« Éil jUf.  [14 × 1 = 14]

1. tlfiu eh£oš Ûid¥ ão¤J c©gj‰fhf tªj gwit:

m) ehiu 

M) ö¡fzh§ FUÉ

ï) cŸsh‹ gwit <) fGF

2. rÇahd ïizia¤ nj®ªbjL¡fî«.

m) F©ly¥ó¢á (i)  ghlf«

M) ÉÇa‹ (ii)  j©il

ï) âUFKUF (iii)  áy«ò

<) rhHš (iv)  Éisah£L

3. nguháÇa® Rªjudh® ãwªj C®:

m) nguzh«g£il M) My¥òiH

ï) bj‹fhá <) òJ¢nrÇ

4. fÉijÆid¥ ngRtJ nghš vGJtJ jh‹ c¤jk«. 
mJnt khDl¤J¡F vG¤jhs®fŸ brŒí« flik v‹W 
T¿at®:

m)  kfhfÉ ghuâah® M) ïuhnrªâu‹

ï) v®d°£ fháu® <) thš£ É£k‹

5. VL, Rto, bgh¤jf«, gDtš KjÈa brh‰fŸ jU« 
bghUŸ .................. v‹gjhF«.

m) jhŸ M) üš

ï) Xiy <) vG¤jhÂ

6. rhªâÃnfjd¤âš cŸs ku« :

m) rnkÈ M) #]Ô

ï) ãahy <) n[îªâ

7. ngáLf - v‹gj‹ ïy¡fz¡ F¿¥ò:

m) Éa§nfhŸ ÉidK‰W M) Éid¤bjhif

ï) bjhÊš bga® <) bgabu¢r«

8. nebuh‹wháÇa¤jis vd¥gLtJ :
m) kh K‹ ne® M) fhŒ K‹ ne®
ï) fhŒ K‹ Ãiu <) fÅ K‹ Ãiu

9. jtwhd ïizia¤ nj®î brŒf.
m) k© + ts«  - bkŒ + bkŒ
M) bkhÊ + MSik  - cÆ® + cÆ®
ï) flš + miy - cÆ® + bkŒ
<) jÄœ + cz®î  - bkŒ + cÆ®

10. Sailor - v‹gj‹ jÄœ¢ brhšiy nj®ªbjL¡fî«
m) khYÄ M) Mtz«
ï) x¥gªj« <)   ïd¡FG

11. `br›É' - v‹D« áWfijÆ‹ MáÇa® :
m) òJik¥ã¤j‹ M)  e®¤j» eluh{
ï)  ãugŠr‹ <) á.R.bršy¥gh

12. Value Education - v‹gj‹ fiy¢brhš :
m) FG¡ fšÉ M) M‰wš fšÉ
ï) kâ¥ò¡ fšÉ <) KJ fšÉ

13. ``fšyj®'' - v‹D« brhšÈ‰FÇa òz®¢á Éâfis¤ 
nj®î brŒf.
m) <Wnghjš. j‹bdh‰¿u£lš
M)  ïašãD« ÉâÆD« Ã‹w cÆ®K‹ frjg ÄF«.
ï) cÆ®tÇ‹ c¡FwŸ bkŒÉ£L xL«
<)  jÅ¡F¿š K‹ x‰W, cÆ®tÇ‹ ïu£L«, clšnkš 

cÆ® tªJ x‹WtJ ïašng
14. <buh‰W bkŒ«ka¡f« ïl« bg‰WŸs brhš :

m) m¢r« M) fhŒ¢rš

ï) f¥gš <) nj®jš

gFâ - II - ãÇî - 1
F¿¥ò :vitnaD« _‹wD¡F Éil jUf.  [3 × 2 = 6]
15. jÄH®fŸ òfœ, gÊ M»at‰iw v›thW V‰wjhf¥ 

òweh}W TW»wJ?

16. kÔdh efu« xU bgh‹dfu« v‹D« T‰¿id 

cWâ¥gL¤Jf.

17. xG¡fK« bghiwí« cid¥nghš ah®¡Fs 

 - ï›to vjid¡ F¿¥ãL»wJ?

18. ciH¥ghs®fË‹ njhŸ tÈikahš Éisªjd ahit?

ãÇî - 2
F¿¥ò : vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  [2 × 2 = 4]
19. `ehÊ¡FŸ âÂ¡F« kUªJ nghš' v‹D« ctikia 

éthdªj« ng¢Rl‹ x¥ãLf.

20. ``*~¥bu°nfh'' v‹w brhšÈ‹ bghUŸ ahJ? ï›tif 

XÉa§fŸ v§F fhz¥gL»‹wd?

21. ``bjhG cu«'' v‹whš v‹d?

ãÇî - 3
F¿¥ò : vitnaD« VHD¡F Éil jUf.  [7 × 2 = 14]
22. cÆßW, bkŒpW - És¡Ff.

23. VnjD« x‹wD¡F òz®¢á Éâ jUf.

m) j©Lil M) òÉah£á

24. cŸSiw ctk«, ïiw¢á És¡Ff.

25. bkŒ¥ò¤ âU¤j¡ F¿pLfS¡F cÇa bghUis¤ jUf.   
m) #      M) ^

1 
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2       RuhÉ‹  jÄœ  11 M« tF¥ò  6-in-1 		bghJ¤nj®î khâÇ Édh¤jhŸ - ÉilfSl‹

26. VnjD« x‹wD¡F cW¥ãy¡fz« jUf.

m) kÈªJ M) mÂªnj‹

27. brhšiy¥ ãÇ¤J« nr®¤J« bjhluik¡f. itif

28. ka§bfhÈ¢ brh‰fis xnu bjhlÇš mik¤J  vGJf. 
bghÇ, bgh¿

29. bjhlÇš cŸs brh‰fis xG§F¥gL¤â ïu©L 
brh‰bwhl®fsh¡Ff.

Ãyî åRtjhš bj‰»ÈUªJ bj‹wš k»œÉ¡F« 
vd¥gL»wJ kdij.

30. tšÈd bkŒfis ï£L« Ú¡»í« vGJf.

 mid¤J¤ JiwfËY« M©fis nghynt¥ 
bg©fS« muR gÂia bgw nt©L«.

gFâ - III - ãÇî - 1
F¿¥ò : vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  [2 × 4 = 8]
31. ``ryr thÉÆš br§faš ghí«'' - ïlŠR£o¥ bghUŸ 

És¡Ff.

32. kUªJ, kU¤Jt®, kU¤Jt« M»ad g‰¿¤ âU¡FwŸ 
TWtd ahit?

33. nruehL bršt ts« Ä¡fJ v‹w T‰¿‰FÇa 
fhuz§fis¡ F¿¥ãLf.

34. ï‹Fyh¥, ``cyF¡F nt©L« ehD« X® JËahŒ'' 
vd¡ TWtj‹ ea¤ij És¡Ff.

ãÇî - 2
F¿¥ò : vitnaD« ïu©lD¡F Éil jUf.  [2 × 4 = 8]
35. ntâfy¥ãšyhj ó¢á¡bfhšÈ eilKiw¡F¢ 

rh¤âakh? - E« fU¤ij vGJf.

36. kuòtÊ¡ fšÉ KiwfËš vitnaD« ïu©lid 
És¡Ff.

37. Mdªju§fÇ‹ ïWâ¡fhy eh£F¿¥òfËš ïl« bg‰w 
brŒâfis ÉtÇ¡fî«.

38. f‰wË¡ nfhÉšfŸ v‹whš v‹d? vL¤J¡fh£LfŸ 
jUf.

ãÇî - 3
F¿¥ò : vitnaD« _‹wD¡F ÉilaË¡fî«.  

 [3 × 4 = 12]
39. nt‰Wik mÂ (m) cUtf mÂia vL¤J¡fh£Ll‹ 

És¡Ff.

40. bkŒ¥ò¤âU¤Je® gÂnt©o ehËjœ 

Kj‹ikaháÇaU¡F¡ Ñœ¡fhQ« Étu§fSl‹ j‹ 

Étu¡F¿¥ò x‹W vGJf.

 bga®, taJ, ghÈd«, ãwªj ehŸ, KftÇ, miyngá 

v©, fšÉ¤ jFâ, m¿ªj bkhÊfŸ.

41.  m‹id (m) R‰W¢NHš VnjD« xU jiy¥ãš v£L 

tÇfS¡F Fiwahkš fÉij vGJf.

42. òâ®fS¡fhd Éilfis nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf.

 (kâ, ïjœ, f«ò, tis, áid, MÊ)

1. vÈí« EiHí«; vÊyuá ifí« EiHí« ....

2.  mo¡fî« brŒayh«; nfhil¡F¡ THhfî« 
Fo¡fyh«...............

3.  m¿É‹ bgaU« mJ jh‹; m«òÈÆ‹ bgaU« 
mJnt jh‹ .....................

4.  óÉ‹ cW¥ò« ehnd; ò‹difÆ‹ ãw¥ãlK« 

ehnd ...............

43. jÄHh¡f« jUf.

1.  You must be the change you wish to see in the 
world.

2.  Nobody can hurt me without my permission.
3.  The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the 

attribute of the strong.
4.  An eye for an eye only up making the whole world 

blind.
                              gFâ - IV 
F¿¥ò : mid¤J Édh¡fS¡F« ÉilaË¡fî«.

  [3 × 6 = 18]
44.  m)  jiyÉÆ‹ ïšyw¥ gh§»id¥ g‰¿¢ 

brÉÈ¤jhŒ e‰whÆl« ÉaªJ TWtd ahit?        
(mšyJ)

M)  ïiwtÅ‹ bgUikia¤ bjÇÉ¡F« âU¢rhHš 

_y« khÂ¡fthrfÇ‹ bkhÊ Éisah£oid 

ÉtÇ¡fî«

45. m)  Rªju uhkrhÄÆ‹ ``fh‰¿š fyªj ngnuhir'' 

v‹D« jiy¥ò éthÉ‹ thœ¡if¡F v§‡d« 

bghUªJ« v‹gij És¡Ff.

(mšyJ)

M)  Ú§fŸ bkhÊia btË¥gL¤J« ÃiyÆš ng¢R 

bkhÊiaí« vG¤J bkhÊiaí« v›thW 

cz®»Ö®fŸ v‹gij ÉtÇ¡fî«.

46. m)  ̀̀ thothrš'' fij thÆyhf Ú§fŸ cz®ªj 

fU¤Jfis És¡Ff.

(mšyJ)

M)  á « b g h Å ¤  j Ä H U «  M ° f ®  j Ä H U « 

ïir¤jÄG¡F M‰¿a gÂfis E« ghl¥gFâ 

bfh©L bjhF¤bjGJf.

gFâ - V
moãwHhkš brŒíŸ toÉš vGJf.  [4 + 2 = 6]
47. m.  ‘eh‹ v‹ghŒ mJ’ - vd¤ bjhl§F« ghliy vGJf.

 M. ‘braš’ vd Koí« Fwis vGJf.  

ÉilfŸ

1.   ï) cŸsh‹ gwit

2.   <) rhHš - Éisah£L

3.   M) My¥òiH

4.   m) kfhfÉ ghuâah®

5.   M) üš

6.   ï) ãahy

7.   m) Éa§nfhŸ ÉidK‰W

8.   m) kh K‹ ne®

9.   ï) flš + miy = cÆ® + bkŒ

10.   m) khYÄ

11.   M) e®¤j» eluh{

12.   ï) kâ¥ò¡ fšÉ

13.   <)  jÅ¡F¿š K‹ x‰W, cÆ®tÇ‹ ïu£L«, 
clšnkš cÆ® tªJ x‹WtJ ïašng

14.   M) fhŒ¢rš
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15.   (i)  jÄH®fŸ òfœ tU« v‹whš j« cÆiuí« 

bfhL¥g®. 

 (ii)  gÊtU« v‹whš cyf« KGtJ« »il¤jhY« 
V‰W¡ bfhŸsh®.  

16.   f£l¥g£l njhuz§fS« bfhofS« fhL nghy 
beU§»ÆUªjd. kiy ngh‹w ahidfŸ m›Él¤âš 
ÃiwªâUªjd. tÊfŸ ahî« xG§Fl‹ fhz¥g£ld. 
ït‰whš KGikbg‰w óÄia¥ nghy kÔdh efu« 
bgh‹bdd¥ bghÈªjJ.

17.    v¥go¥g£l j‹ikíila k©izí« bkGifÉl 
áwªj KiwÆš gj¥gL¤â cHî¡F« cHtU¡F« 
cjî« áwªj xG¡f¤ijí«, vW«òfS«, òG¡fS«, 
ó¢áfS« mo¤J¤ J‹òW¤âdhY« mitfis¥ 
bghW¤J¡bfh©L mitfS¡F« cjî« k©òGit 
ï›to F¿¥ãL»wJ.

18.   ciH¥ghs®fË‹ njhŸ tÈikahš Éisªjit :

 (i)  ciH¥ghs®fË‹ njhŸ tÈikahš Fs«, 
F£il, VÇfŸ cUthÆd. jÇR Ãy§fŸ 
gÆ® brÊ¡F« ÉisÃy§fshf kh¿ gÆ® 
ÉisªjJ. 

 (ii)   cHt®fŸ thH, á‰ù®fŸ c©lhÆd. 
fšiyí« kiyiaí« ãsªJ cnyhf§fis¡ 
f©L fUÉfŸ brŒa¥g£ld. j§f« 
f©blL¡f¥g£lJ. flY¡FŸ _œ» _¢rl¡» 
K¤J vL¡f¥g£lJ.

19.   (i)  xU áy fU¤Jfis ÉÇthf¢ brhšÈ¥ 
òÇait¤JÉ£lhš nghJ« v‹gnj  éthdªj« 
mt®fË‹ v©z«.

 (ii)   thz nto¡if¡fhu‹ `ehÊ¡FŸ âÂ¡F« 
kUªJnghy' ïu©L if¥ão Éra«jh‹ 
vL¤J¡ bfhŸth®.

 (iii)   nkilÛJ V¿ mj‰F beU¥ò it¤jJ« 
mâÈUªJ t®z #hy§fŸ njh‹W«. g¢irí« 
át¥ò« kŠrS« câU«; Fil FilahŒ 
ïw§» tU«; khiy khiyahŒ ïw§» tU«.

20.    (i)  ~¥bu°nfh v‹w ï¤jhÈa¢ brhšY¡F¥ 
`òJik' v‹W bghUŸ. 

 (ii)   ï›tif XÉa§fis m#ªjh, všnyhuh, 
á¤j‹d thrš ngh‹w ïl§fËY« fhzyh«.

21.   kh£L¢ rhz«, nfhÄa« M»at‰iw¡ fyªJ 
it¡nfhiy k¡f¢ brŒJ cUth¡Ftnj bjhG 
cukhF«.

22.   (i)   cÆßW: ÃiybkhÊÆ‹ ïWâ vG¤J 
cÆ®bkŒahf ïUªjhY« mj‹ ïWâÆš 
Ã‰F« tot« cÆ® v‹gjhš mJ ‘cÆßW' 
vd¥gL«.

    v.fh. : kÂ[©+ ï] + khiy = kÂkhiy.  
- cÆßW.

 (ii)   bkŒpW: ÃiybkhÊÆ‹ ïWâ vG¤J bkŒahf 
ïUªjhš mJ ‘bkŒpW’ vd¥gL«.

   v.fh.: bgh‹ + t©L = bgh‹t©L - bkŒpW.

23.   m)  j©L + cil = j©Lil - ''cÆ®tÇ‹ c¡FwŸ 
bkŒÉ£L XL«'' v‹D« Éâ¥go tUbkhÊ 
KjÈš cÆ® (c) tªjjhš Ãiy bkhÊ 
<‰W cfu« (L – £ + c) bf£L j©£ + cil 
v‹whdJ. ã‹ò ''clš nkš cÆ®tªJ x‹WtJ 
ïašng'' vD« Éâ¥go ÃiybkhÊ <‰W bkŒí« 
(£) tUbkhÊ Kjš cÆU« (c) òz®ªJ (£+ 
c=  L) j©Lil v‹whdJ.

 M)  òÉah£á - òÉ + M£á - afu cl«gLbkŒ 
njh‹¿aJ. ï, <, I tÊ a›î« - òÉ(Œ) +M£á- 
clšnkš cÆ® tªJ x‹WtJ ïašng - òÉ + 
Œ + M£á = òÉah£á.

24.   cŸSiw ctik v‹gj‹ És¡f« : fÉP® jh‹ 
Tw¡ fUâa bghUis btË¥gilahf¡ Twhkš, 
mfkhªjÇ‹ kd cz®îfis¡ fU¥bghUŸfŸ _y« 
ctik¥gL¤Jtij `cŸSiw ctk«' (ctik) 
v‹g®. 

 ïiw¢á : cŸSiw ngh‹nw ïiw¢á v‹gJ« 
mf¥ghlÈš tU»‹w k‰bwhU c¤â MF«. ïJî« 
F¿¥ò¥ bghUËšjh‹ tU«.  ïW¤jš v‹whš 
j§Fjš vd¥ bghUŸgL«. cÇ¥bghUnshL neÇil¤ 
bjhl®ãšyhj F¿¥ò¥ bghUns ïiw¢á MF«. ïJ 
tlbkhÊÆd® F¿¥ãL»w bjhÅ¡F ïizahdJ. 
bjhÅ mf¥ghlÈY« òw¥ghlÈY« tU«. Mdhš, 
ïiw¢á mf¥ghlÈš k£Lnk tU«. 

25.    m) # -  g¤âfS¡»ilÆš tÇfS¡»ilÆš 
brh‰fS¡»ilÆš ïilbtË  jUf.

 M)  ̂  -  brhšiynah vG¤ijnah ïªj¡ F¿¥ã£l 
ïl¤âš nr®¤J¡ bfhŸf.

26.    m) kÈªJ    - kÈ + ¤ (ª) + ¤ + c 
   kÈ  - gFâ
   ¤  - rªâ ‘ª’ MdJ Éfhu«
   ¤  - ïwªjfhy ïilÃiy
   c  - Éidba¢r ÉFâ

 M) mÂªnj‹ - mÂ +¤(ª) + ¤ + V‹

   mÂ -  gFâ

   ¤ - rªâ `ª' MdJ Éfhu«

   ¤ - ïwªjfhy ïilÃiy

   V‹ - j‹ik xUik ÉidK‰W ÉFâ

27.   (i)  itifah‰¿š btŸs« bgU»‰W.
 (ii)   k©Âš if it¡fhnj v‹W FHªijia 

v¢rÇ¤jhŸ m«kh.

28.   bghÇ - beš bghÇ, bgh¿ - ïaªâu«

 f©z‹ bghÇia¤ â‹Wbfh©nl, bgh¿Æš ïUªj 

gGij¢ rÇ¥gh®¤jh‹.

29.   (i)   bj‰»ÈUªJ åRtjhš bj‹wš vd¥gL»wJ.

 (ii)   Ãyî kdij k»œÉ¡F«.

30.   mid¤J¤ JiwfËY« M©fis¥ nghynt 

bg©fS« muR¥ gÂia¥ bgw nt©L«.

31.    ïl«: ``ryr thÉÆš br§faš ghí«'' v‹w bjhl® 

âUkiy KUf‹ gŸSÉš tlfiu eh£o‹ ts¤ij¥ 

g‰¿¥ gŸS TWtjhf mikªj bjhl® MF«.

  bghUŸ: jhkiu¤ jlhf¤âš Û‹fŸ JŸË¥ ghŒªJ 

ÉisahL«.

  És¡f«: tlfiu ehL Ú® ts« Ä¡fJ. m§FŸs Ú® 

Ãiwªj jhkiu¤ jlhf¤âš brªÃwkhd faš Û‹fŸ 

JŸË¥ ghŒªJ ÉisahL»‹wd v‹W fÉP‹ tlfiu 

eh£o‹ Ú® ts¤ij¥ ghL»wh‹.
32.   (i)  kUªJ : K‹ c©l czî e‹whf¢ brÇ¤jij 

m¿ªJ ã‹, V‰w czit msnthL c©lhš 
clY¡F kUªnj njitÆšiy. “msnthL 
c©lhš cznt kUªJ”.

 (ii)  kU¤Jt« : nehÆ‹ j‹ik, nehŒ tUtj‰F 
cÇa fhuz« mªnehia¥ ngh¡Ftj‰F cŸs 
tÊKiwfŸ M»at‰iw e‹F MuhŒªJ 
mt‰¿‰F V‰g kU¤Jt« brŒa nt©L«.
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 (iii)  kU¤Jt® : kU¤Jt‹, nehahËÆ‹ taâ‹ 
msî, kUªij V‰W¡bfhŸS« clš j‹ik, 
Õo¡f¥g£l nehÆ‹ msî, nehí‰¿U¡F« 
fhyÃiy M»at‰iw¡ fU¤âš bfh©L 
kU¤Jt« brŒa nt©L«.

33.    ïkatu«g‹ beLŠnruyhj‹ j‹ eh£ilí« 
k¡fisí« f©bzd¡ fh¤jh‹. Mfnt jh‹ mt‹ 
eh£L k¡fŸ nt‰W eh£L¡F¢ bršy ÉU«òtâšiy. 
bgÇa Ãyîyf¤âš thG« mid¤J cÆ®fS¡F« 
ïilawhJ bfhL¡F« g©ig cilat‹. 
rh‹nwh®fS¡F mÇa bghUŸfis tH§Fgt‹. 
v¥bghGJ« ÉHh¡fŸ ÃfG« eh£o‰F cÇik 
cilat‹. ï¡T‰¿ÈUªJ nruehL bršt ts« 
Ä¡fnj v‹gJ cWâah»wJ.

34.   x›bthU òšiyí« bga® brhšÈ miH¥ng‹ v‹W 
TW»‹w ï‹Fyh¥ gwitfnshL ehLfË‹ všiy 
fl¥ng‹ v‹W«, bga® bjÇahj fšiyí« k©izí« 
jd¡F¤ bjÇªj brhšyhš  miH¥ng‹, cjî« 
fu§fËš njhHik bjhlU« vdî«, cjt Koahj 
kÅj®fËlK«  ner¤Jl‹ beŠr« glU« v‹W«, 
cyf« X® flyhŒ jd¡F nt©L« v‹W«, m›îy»š 
jhD« X® JËahŒ ïU¡f nt©L« v‹W« TW»wh®. 
cyf¤ij¡ flyhfî« m¤jF flÈš ïU¡»‹w 
JËahf¤ j‹idí« ïiz¤J¡ bfhŸ»‹w 
ï‹Fyhã‹ ea« ghuh£l¤j¡fJ.

35.   ntâ¡fy¥ãšyhj ó¢á¡bfhšÈ rh¤âank:

 (i)   nt¥g§bfh£il, beh¢á ïiy, ò§f‹, ãu©il, 
f‰whiH M»a mid¤ijí« e‹whf ïo¤J 
nfhÄa¤âš Cw it¤J¥ gÆ®fËš bjË¤jhš  
jhtu¤âYŸs ó¢áfŸ btËnaW«. ïjid 
`ïa‰if¥ ó¢á¡bfhšÈ' v‹»nwh«. 

 (ii)  bra‰if¥ ó¢á¡ bfhšÈfis¥ 
ga‹gL¤Jtjhš mJ ó¢áia k£L« 
bfhšyhkš Éis»‹w gÆ®¡FŸnsí« 
CLUî»wJ. mjid c£bfhŸS« k¡fS¡F 
ò‰WnehŒ, tÆ‰W¥ò© vd ï‹D« gy nehŒfŸ 
tU»‹wd.

 (iii)  ntâfy¥ãšyhj ïa‰if cu ó¢á¡bfhšÈia 
ga‹gL¤âdhš E©QÆ®¥ bgU¡f« 
Fiwahkš, k© r¤J åzhfhkš k©tsK«  
mâfkhF«. ïjdhš ntâfy¥ãšyhj 
ó¢á¡bfhšÈ eilKiw¡F rh¤âakhF« 
v‹gâš IaÄšiy.

36.   kuòtÊ¡ fšÉ KiwfŸ: FUFy¡fšÉ Kiw: 
ï«KiwÆš khzt®fŸ MáÇa®fis mQ» 
mtUl‹ gy M©LfŸ j§», mtU¡F¤ njit¥gL« 
gÂfis¢ brŒJ fšÉ f‰wd®. brŒJ f‰wš, 
thœªJ f‰wš, vËikahf thœjš v‹w mo¥gilÆš 
ï¡FUFy¡ fšÉ Kiw mikªâUªjJ. ï«Kiw, 
nghjdh Kiwia¤ jh©o, thœÉaiy¡ f£lik¥gâš 
cWâahdjhf És§»aJ.

 â©iz¥ gŸË¡ fšÉ Kiw :

 (i)  ».ã. 19 M« ü‰wh©o‹ ïil¥gFâÆš 
»uhk§fŸ njhW« bgUksÉš â©iz¥ 
gŸËfŸ ïUªjd. mt‰¿id¤ `bj‰¿¥ 
gŸËfŸ' v‹W« miH¤jd®. â©iz¥ 
gŸË¡Tl MáÇa®fŸ `fz¡fha®fŸ' v‹nw 
miH¡f¥g£ld®.

 (ii)  m¡fhy¡ fšÉKiw, â©iz¥ gŸË Kiw 
v‹nw jÄHf¤âš miH¡f¥g£lJ. ï¥gŸËfŸ 
xnu khâÇahd tu‹Kiwíl‹ brašglÉšiy. 

vdnt, M§»nya®fŸ, â©iz¥ gŸËfŸ, 
ghlrhiyfŸ, k¡jhòfŸ, kju[h¡fŸ ngh‹w 
fšÉ mik¥òfis `eh£L¡fšÉ' (Imdigemeous 
Education) v‹W miH¤jd®.

 (iii)  ï¥gŸËfËš ghl¤â£l«, gŸËneu«, 
gÆ‰WÉ¡F« Kiw M»ad MáÇaÇ‹ 
ÉU¥g¥gona mikªâUªjd. MÆD« 
bghJk¡fSila fšÉ¤ njitia ï¥gŸËfŸ 
XusntD« ó®¤â brŒjd. 

37.   (i)  Mdªju§fÇ‹ ïWâfhy eh£F¿¥òfŸ 
M§»nya® òJ¢nrÇ ÛJ Ãfœ¤âa 
K‰Wifiaí« òJ¢nrÇÆ‹ åœ¢áiaí« 
Äf ÉÇthf¥ ngáíŸsh®. 1760 ã¥utÇÆš 
òJ¢nrÇia¤ jh¡f M§»nya¡ f¥gšfŸ tªJ 
bfh©oUªjjhfî« brŠáia¢ R‰¿íŸs 
gFâfis bt‹W, M§»y¤ jsgâ, òJ¢nrÇia 
beU§»É£ljhfî« jftš tªJŸsJ. 
M§»nya¥ gilfŸ rhu«tiu tªJÉ£lij¥ 
bghJk¡fŸ nto¡if gh®¤jd®. F©L 
rhiyia M§»nya® ão¤jJ« òJ¢nrÇ efÇš 
Õâ ÃyÉaJ.

 (ii)  njtdh«g£lz¤âš nkY« nkY« 
JU¥òfis M§»nya¡ f¥gšfŸ ïw¡»d. 
òJ¢nrÇia¢ R‰¿íŸs gFâfŸ mid¤ijí« 
M§»nya®fŸ if¥g‰¿d®. òJ¢nrÇÆ‹ 
ï›thwhd NœÃiyÆš V‰bfdnt 
nehŒthŒ¥g£L ïUªj Mdªju§fÇ‹ 
clšÃiy Äfî« nkhr« milªjJ.

 (iii)  12-01-1761 â§fŸ »Hik IªJ ehÊif¡F¥ 
g£lz¤â‹ ÛJ Õu§»¡ F©LfŸ ÉGªJ 
bfh©oUªj ntisÆš Mdªju§f® kiwªjh®. 
1736 M« M©L br¥l«g® 6M« ehŸ bjhl§» 
Vw¤jhH ïUg¤ijªJ M©Lfhy¤ bj‹Åªâa 
tuyh‰iw¥ gâî brŒj Mdªju§fÇ‹ 
eh£F¿¥ò 1761 M« M©L #dtÇ 11M« 
ehnshL KotilªJŸsJ.

38.   (i)  br§f‰fis x‹w‹nkš x‹whf mL¡»¡ 
f£LtJnghy, fU§f‰fis mL¡»¡ 
f£Ltj‰F¡ `f‰wË' v‹W bga®. ïu©lh« 
euá«kt®k‹ v‹D« gšyt k‹d‹ cUth¡»a 
tot« ïJ.

 (ii)   kfhgÈòu« fl‰fiu¡ nfhÉš, fhŠáòu« 
ifyhrehj® nfhÉš, gidkiy¡ nfhÉš 
M»at‰iw ïj‰F cjhuzkhf¢ brhšyyh«. 

39.   nt‰Wik mÂ ïy¡fz«: fÉP® x¥òik cila 
ïU bghUŸfis vL¤J¡ bfh©L mt‰W¡FŸ cŸs 
x¥òikia¡ T¿¥ ã‹d® mt‰¿‰F ïilna cŸs 
nt‰Wikia TWtJ nt‰Wik mÂ vd¥gL«.

 v.fh.: ÔÆdhš R£lò© cŸshW« Mwhnj

   ehÉdhš R£l tL.

 ghlÈ‹ bghUŸ: ÔÆdhš R£l ò©zhš clÈš 
tL c©lhdhY« cŸns M¿ÉL«; ehÉdhš R£l 
ò©zhš clÈ‹ òw¤nj tL c©lhfhÉ£lhY« 
cŸns MwhJ.

 mÂ És¡f«: ÔÆdhš R£l ò©zhš clÈš tL 
c©lhdhY« cŸns M¿ÉL«. ehÉdhš R£l 
ò©zhš clÈ‹ òw¤nj tL c©lhfhÉ£lhY« 
cŸns MwhJ. ï§F kd« ò©gL«go ngádhš 
clÈ‹ òw¤nj tL c©lhfhÉ£lhY« kd« MwhJ. 
ÔÆdhš R£l ò©zhš clÈš tL c©lhdhY« 
cŸns vËâš M¿ÉL«. Mdhš fLŠbrh‰fŸ 
v‹W« e« kdâš g£l fha¤ij vªj kUªjhY« 
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M‰w KoahJ. KjÈš x‰Wik¥gL¤â¡ T¿¥ ã‹d® 
ït‰W¡F ïilna cŸs nt‰Wikia¡ TWtjhf 
mikªJŸsjhš ï¡Fw£gh nt‰Wik mÂ MÆ‰W.

(mšyJ)

 cUtf mÂ : ctik¥ bghUisí« ctÄ¡f¥gL« 
bghUisí« ntWghL ïšyhkš brŒj ïu©L« x‹W 
v‹W  njh‹WkhW ghl¥gLtj‰F cUtf mÂ v‹W 

bga®. mjhtJ ctkhd¤âidí« ctnka¤âidí« 

ntwhf¡ Twhkš x‹WgL¤â¡ TWtjid cUtf 

mÂ v‹g®.

 vL¤J¡fh£L :

 ïubt‹D« Vkh¥ãš njhÅ fubt‹D«

 gh®jh¡f¥ g¡F ÉL«.

 ï¥ghlÈ‹ bghUŸ : ãwiu vâ®gh®¤J ïuªJ thœjš 

v‹D« ghJfh¥g‰w glF bfhlhik v‹D« ghiw 
nkhâdhš cilªJÉL«.

 mÂÉs¡f« : ï¡Fw£ghÉš tŸSt®, ctik¡F« 
(ïuªJ thœjš v‹D« ghJfh¥g‰w glF, bfhlhik 
v‹D« ghiw) ctikÆ‹ j‹ikia¥ bghUŸnkš 
V‰¿ (mjhtJ ãwiu vâ®gh®¤J ïuªJ thœjš v‹D« 
ghJfh¥g‰w glF bfhlhik v‹D« ghiw) vd¡ 
T¿ÆU¥gJ cUtf mÂ¡F ïJ X® vL¤J¡fh£lhF«.

40.   mD¥òe® 

  R.fãy‹

  v©.30, 18, V.vš. KjÈ 2MtJ bjU,

  neUef®, nts¢nrÇ, br‹id - 42.

 bgWe®

  ca®âU. Kj‹ikaháÇa® mt®fŸ,

  âd¤jªâ ehËjœ

  br‹id

 bghUŸ:   bkŒ¥ò¤ âU¤Je® gÂnt©o 

   É©z¥ã¤jš.

 kâ¥ã‰FÇa Iah,

  tz¡f«, eh‹ flªj fšÉah©oš elªj 
g‹Åu©lh« tF¥ò bghJ¤ nj®Éš 99% ÉG¡fhL 
kâ¥bg©fŸ bg‰W, nj®¢áÆš khÃy msÉš 
ïu©lhtJ ïl¤ij¥ ão¤JŸns‹. jÄœ, 
M§»y« ïu©L bkhÊfËY« KJÃiyÆš 
(Senior Grade) j£l¢r® nj®Éš Kjš  ÃiyÆY« 
nj®¢á¥ bg‰WŸns‹. FL«g¢ NHÈ‹  fhuzkhŒ 
gÂ¡F tU« ÃiyÆš cŸns‹. mUŸ T®ªJ v‹ 
jFâÆid m¿ªJ jh§fŸ vd¡F¥ gÂÆid tH§f 
nt©L« v‹W jhœikíl‹ nf£L¡ bfhŸ»nw‹.

 e‹¿!       
 ï§‡d«

                          c©ikíŸs

                  R. fãy‹

j‹Étu¥g£oaš

 bga® : R.fãy‹

 jªij bga® : r. RnuZ ghò

 ãwªj njâ, taJ : 15-03-2002, 18 taJ

 ghÈd« :  M©

 fšÉ¤ jFâ :  g‹Åu©lh« tF¥ò nj®¢á

 bjhÊ‰ jFâfŸ :     j£l¢R - jÄœ, M§»y« 
KJÃiy Kjš ÃiyÆš 
nj®¢á, RU¡bfG¤J 
Kjš Ãiy (KJÃiyÆš) 
nj®¢á 

 fÂÅ :  mo¥gil¡ fÂÅ m¿Éaš 
nj®¢á.

 g£l¿î :  X® M©L fiykfŸ j£l¢R 
gÆ‰á (gÆ‰We® gÂ)

 KftÇ :  v©.30, 18, V.vš. KjÈ 2MtJ 
bjU, neUef®,  nts¢nrÇ, 
br‹id - 42.

 miyngá v©fŸ :  9841xxxx74, 9003xxxx83, 

 Ä‹dŠrš KftÇ :  kabilan@gmail.com
 m¿ªj bkhÊfŸ :  jÄœ, M§»y«, ïªâ

 cWâbkhÊ

 nk‰f©l jftšfŸ mid¤J« v‹ Ra cz®îl‹ 
T¿a c©ik¤ jftšfns MF«. c©ik¡F 
khwhd jftšfŸ VJ« ïl« bgwÉšiybad 
cWâaË¡»nw‹.

                                             ifbah¥g«  
                                   R.fãy‹

41.   m‹id 

 m‹id v‹w Ôg¤ij  

 V‰¿ it¤jJ ahu«kh ......

 m‹ò v‹w th®¤ijia  

 czu it¤jJ Úa«kh ........

 brhªj‡fŸ gªj§fŸ 

 mJ üwhdhY« .......

 e« m‹idÆ‹ m‹ò¡F 

 <L ïiz Vj«kh..........

 fUÉny vik RkªjhŒ 

 <iuªJ khj§fŸ....... 

 cÆuhf ts®¤âLthŒ 

 Ú bg‰w bršt¤ij....... 

 m«kHiyÆ‹ x‰iw th®¤ij...... 

 mâš mtŸ kwªâLthŸ 

 ï¥óîyif....... 

 m«kh.......

 v‹w njdKj miH¥ãÅny........   - fašÉÊ

(mšyJ)

 R‰W¢NHš

 bt£l¥g£l ku§fshš

 bt¥gkhdJ òÉ¥gªJ

 JËkiHí« eid¡fÉšiy

 JaU©l Éis Ãy¤ij

 bjhÊ‰rhiy¥ bgU¡f¤âdhš

 RU§»¥ nghdJ Rthr¡fh‰W

 ghÈ¤Ô‹ F¥igfshš

 gÈahF« tdÉy§F

 g£oanyh beLªbjhluhŒ

 XnrhÅš X£ilÆ£L« XaÉšiy
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bkhÊ¥ghl« - gFâ I - jÄœ

fhy msî : 3.00 kÂ neu« ]   [ bkh¤j kâ¥bg©fŸ : 90

11M« 

tF¥ò

(Édh¤jhŸ ÉilfSl‹)

RuhÉ‹ khâÇ Édh¤jhŸ 4
gâî v©

m¿îiufŸ : (1)  mid¤J Édh¡fS« rÇahf¥ gâth» 

cŸsjh v‹gjid¢ rÇgh®¤J¡ 

bfhŸsî«. m¢R¥gâÉš FiwÆU¥ã‹, 

miw¡ f©fhÂ¥ghsÇl« cldoahf¤ 

bjÇÉ¡fî«.

  (2)  Úy« mšyJ fU¥ò ikÆid k£Lnk 

vGJtj‰F«, mo¡nfhoLtj‰F« 

ga‹gL¤j nt©L«. 

F¿¥ò  :     ÉilfŸ bjËthfî«, F¿¥ã£l msÉdjhfî« 

brhªj eilÆY« mikjš nt©L«.

  gFâ - I  
F¿¥ò  :    (i)  mid¤J Édh¡fS¡F« Éil jUf.

  (ii)  bfhL¡f¥g£l eh‹F ÉilfËš Äfî« 

V‰òila ÉilÆid¤ nj®ªbjL¤J¡ 

F¿p£Ll‹ ÉilÆidí« nr®¤J 

vGJf.   

 [14 × 1 = 14]
1. ïwFfË‹ bjhFâ ...................... vd¥gL«.

m) gwit M) njhif

ï) áwF <) Ãy«

2. jÄÊ‹ Kjš gh tot ehlf üš ...................... .

m) ïufáa tÊ M) kndh‹kÙa«

ï) bjhif És¡f« 

<) âUÉjh§T® mur® tuyhW

3. ói#, Éõa«, cgnahf« - v‹git Kiwna

m)  tÊghL, brŒâ, ga‹ghL 

M)  ga‹ghL, tÊghL, brŒâ

ï)  tÊghL, ga‹ghL, brŒâ 

<)  brŒâ, tÊghL, ga‹ghL

4. “v‹ thœî v‹ iffËš” v‹W e«ãat® ......................

m) fhªâaofŸ M) éthdªj«

ï) ãugŠr‹   <) m©zhkiyah®

5. MáahÉnyna Kj‹KjÈš ‘á«bghÅ’ v‹D« 

nk‰f¤âa br›Éaš tot ïir¡ nfhitia 

cUth¡»at® ......................

m) v«.v°. É°tehj‹

M) r§f® fnzZ

ï) V.M®. ïuFkh‹   <) ïisauh#h

6. k»œ¢áÆ‹ ikªJW« nghœJ ...................... Ãid.

m) Kf¡F¿¥ig m¿ªjtiu

M) v©Âaij v©Âatiu

ï) kwâahš bf£lt®fis

<) brhšny® cHtiu

7. ÃHš nghy¤ bjhl®ªjh‹ - ïJ v›tif ctik?

m) Éid  M)  ga‹

ï) tot«  <)  bkŒ

8. ntl« ngh£lt‹ ntljhÇ; g£l« th§»dt‹?

m) csthË M) g£ljhÇ

ï) tUkhd«  <) bfhilahŸ

9. 1971 M« M©L ïy¡»a¤â‰fhd nehgš gÇR bg‰w 

ïy¤Ô‹ mbkÇ¡fhÉ‹ Äf¢ áwªj fÉP® :

m) thš£ É£k‹ M) M‰ù® uÉt®kh

ï) °bl~gh‹ kšyh®nk

<) gh¥nyh be%lh

10. ‘bgU§bfhil’ v‹w brhšÈ‹ òz®¢á Éâ :

m) MâÚlš 

M) <Wnghjš, ïdÄfš

ï) mo mfu« I Mjš   

<) K‹ Ã‹w bkŒ âÇjš

11. g‹ÅU âUKiwfËš v£lh« âUKiwahf mikªj 

üš

m) âUthrf« 

M) njthu«

ï) âUÉir¥gh 

<) âUtU£gh

12. F‰why¡ FwtŠá v‹D« üÈ‹ MáÇa® :

m) Rªju®++ 

M) bjhšfh¥ãa®

ï) âÇTluhr¥g¡ fÉuha® 

<) Rªju« ãŸis

13. 2011 M« M©L fÂÅ¥ ghl¥ãÇî ïsÃiy¥ g£l¥go¥ãš 

Kjš tF¥ãš nj®¢á bg‰w âUe§if :

m) n#hÆjh nkh©lš kh» 

M)  br›É e®¤j» eluh{

ï) jhÇfh ghD <) ãÇ¤âfh ahÎÅ

14. cyf¢ á£L¡ FUÉfŸ ehŸ :

m) kh®¢ 8 M) #]‹ 6

ï) V¥uš 5  <) kh®¢ 20

gFâ - II -  ãÇî - 1
vitnaD« _‹W Édh¡fS¡F Éil jUf. 

 [3 × 2 = 6]15. f©fhÂ - F¿¥ò tiuf.

16. gil¡F¥ ghJfh¥ghf ïU¥git vit?

17. á§» bg‰w gÇR¥ bghU£fSŸ eh‹»id¡ F¿¥ãLf.

18. f‰nw‹ v‹ghŒ f‰whah? v‹W m¥Jš uFkh‹ ahÇl« 

vj‰F¡ nf£»wh®?

ãÇî - 2
vitnaD« ïu©L Édh¡fS¡F ÉilaË¡fî«. 

 [2 × 2 = 4]
19. jÄœeh£o‹ khÃy ku« - áWF¿¥ò tiuf.

20. kiy, F‹W ït‰¿‹ bghUŸ ntWghL ahJ?

21. Mdªju§f® bgUÄj¤Jl‹ gâî brŒjit vit?

25 
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ãÇî - 3
vitnaD« VG Édh¡fS¡F  ÉilaË¡fî«.  

 [7 ×2 = 14]
22. VnjD« x‹wD¡F¥ òz®¢á Éâ jUf.

m) ãÂasî« M) cyfid¤J«

23. miu¥ òŸË ïl«bgw nt©oa ïl¤âid vL¤J¡fh£Ll‹ 

vGJf.

24. gFgj cW¥ãy¡fz« jUf. (VnjD« x‹W)

m) <£odh® M) thÊa

25. ÉLg£l ïl¤âš mL¤J tunt©oa brh‰fis¡ f©l¿ªJ 

vGJf.

m) vG¤J, .......... Ó®, jis, ....... bjhil

26. bkŒ¥ò¤ âU¤j¡ F¿pLfS¡F cÇa bghUis jUf.

m)      M)  "
27. âU¡FwŸ, cÆbuG¤J - ï¢brh‰fËš v›tif 

<‰bwG¤JfŸ mikªJŸsd?

28. ka§bfhÈ¢ brh‰fis xnu bjhlÇš vGJf.

 fÇ - f¿

29. òâ®fS¡fhd Éilfis¤ nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf.

 (f«ò, kâ, ïjœ, MÊ, ik)

m) f©ÂY« vGjyh«; bt©jhËY« vGjyh«.

M) óÉ‹ cW¥ò« ehnd; ò‹difÆ‹ ãw¥ãlK« 

  ehnd.

30. bjhlÇš cŸs brh‰fis xG§FgL¤â ïu©L 

brh‰bwhl®fsh¡Ff.

 ne‰W V‹ tªj iga‹ g¡f¤âš ah® ïU¡fÉšiy 

bjÇíkh?

gFâ - III -  ãÇî - 1
vitnaD« ïu©L Édh¡fS¡F Éil jUf.  

 [2 × 4 = 8]
31. `òfœ vÅ‹ cÆU§ bfhL¡Ft®; gÊbaÅ‹ 

 cyFl‹ bg¿D« bfhŸsy®' - ïlŠR£o¥ bghUŸ 

És¡f« jUf.

32. fh‰¿š ML« òš åLfS¡F mH»a bgÇat‹ jU« 

x¥ÕL ahJ? V‹?

33. kUªJ, kU¤Jt®, kU¤Jt« M»ad g‰¿¤ âU¡FwŸ 

TWtd ahit?

34. ciH¥ghs®fË‹ njhŸ tÈikahš Éisªjd 

ahit?

ãÇî - 2
vitnaD« ïu©L Édh¡fS¡F Éil jUf.  

 [2 × 4 = 8]
35. jÄœbkhÊÆš ‘tiu’ vD« brhš jU« bghUŸfŸ 

g‰¿¡ TWf.

36. ïa‰if ntsh©ik KiwÆš gÆ®fis¤ jh¡F« 

ó¢áfis v›thW f£L¥gL¤jyh«?

37. fÉP® kšyh®nk ng¢R bkhÊia¡ fÉijÆš 

ga‹gL¤J« Kiw g‰¿ És¡f« jUf.

38. éth, r_f eyD¡fhf¤ j«ik <LgL¤â¡ bfh©l Kjš 

Ãfœit vGJf.

ãÇî - 3
vitnaD« _‹wD¡F k£L« Éil jUf.  
 [3 × 4 = 12]
39. bghU©bkhÊ¡ fhŠá¤ Jiwia¢ rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

40. brh‰bghUŸ ã‹tUÃiyaÂia¢ rh‹W jªJ És¡Ff. 

(mšyJ) ã¿J bkhÊjyÂia¢ rh‹W jªJ És¡Ff.

41. c§fsJ Ritahd gaz mDgt« x‹iw¡ fojkhf 

vGJf. 

42. ng¢R tH¡if vG¤J tH¡fhf kh‰¿aik¡f.

m) fhy§fh¤jhy vªâÇ¢á¥ go¢rh xU bjËî 

bfil¡F«.

M) fhy¤J¡nf¤j khÇ¥ òJRòJrh bkhÊ tot¤j 

kh¤jD«.

ï) nj®btGj ntfkh¥ ngh§f, neu§fÊ¢á nghdh¥ 

gj£lkhÆU«.

<) Ka‰á brŠrh mJ¡nf¤j gy‹ tuhk¥ nghthJ.
43. jÄHh¡f« jUf :

1)  Look deep into nature and then you will understand 
everything better - Albert Einstein

2) Simplicity is nature's first step, and the last of art 
- Philip James Bailey

3) Roads were made for journeys not destinations 
- Confucius

4) Education is the most powerful weapon, which you 
can use to change the world.

gFâ - IV  
mid¤J Édh¡fS¡F« ïU g¡f§fS¡F Äfhkš 

Éil jUf. [3 × 6 = 18]
44.  m) thœÉ‹ ca®î¡F cWJizahf 

  Ú§fŸ fUJ« Fw£gh¡fŸ áyt‰iw 

  És¡»¡ f£Liuah¡Ff.        mšyJ

M) ghuâjhr‹ xU òu£á¡ fÉ v‹gij cjhu‹ 

  gh¤âu« thÆyhf bkŒ¥ã¡fî«.

45.  m)  _‹W tifahd fÉP®fŸ g‰¿ ïªâu‹ TW« 

fU¤Jfis¤ bjhF¤J¡ TWf.      

mšyJ

M)  ̀`ïa‰ifnahL ïiaªJ thœªj jÄH®fË‹ 

ïU¥ãl¥ bga®fS« ïa‰ifnahL ïiaªnj 

ïUªjd'' - v‹w T‰¿id bkŒ¥ã¡fî«

46.  m)  ã«g« fijÆ‹ thÆyhf¥ ãugŠr‹ 

bjËîgL¤J« kÅj Kf§fis¥ g‰¿ ÉtÇ¡f.

  mšyJ

M)   jÄH® thœnthL« òy«bga® ÃfœîfnshL« 

m.K¤JÈ§f¤â‹ âiz¥ghFghL v›thW 

ïiz¡f¥gL»wJ?

gFâ - V  
mokhwhkš brŒíŸ toÉš vGJf. [4 + 2 = 6]
47.  m)  áw»ÈUªJ ........................ vd¤ bjhl§F« 

fhÉa« ghliy vGJf.

 M) ‘brÆ‹’ - vd Koí« Fw£ghit vGJf. 
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ÉilfŸ

gFâ - I 
1. M) kndh‹kÙa« 2. ï) áwF

3. <) ghuâjhr‹ 4. M) éthdªj«

5. ï) kwâahš bf£lt®fis

6. <) ïisauh#h 7. ï) K‹bdh£L

8. M) g£ljhÇ 9. <) gh¥nyh be%lh

10. M) <Wnghjš, ïdÄfš 11. m) âUthrf«

12. ï) âÇTluhr¥g¡ fÉuha®

13. <) kh®¢ 20

14. <) ãÇ¤âfh ahÎÅ

gFâ - II -  ãÇî - 1
15.   (i) f©fhÂ - ng¢R tH¡»š f§fhÂ v‹W ga‹gL¤j¥gL»wJ 

f©fhz« v‹gJ gÆ®¤ bjhÊÈš ifahs¥gL« 

xU brhš. f§fhz« v‹W« tH§f¥gL»wJ. 

 (ii) ïj‹ bghUŸ, ehŸnjhW« taÈš beš mWtil brŒJ 

fs¤âš x¥go brŒa¥gL« beš msî v‹gjhF«. 

f©fhÂ v‹gJ ïªj x¥goia nk‰gh®it brŒgtiu¡ 

F¿¡F«.

16. åu«, khd«, K‹ndh® tÊel¤jš, e«ã¡if¡FÇat® 

Mjš M»a eh‹nf gil¡F¥ ghJfh¥ghF«.

17.   (i) nry¤J eh£oš F¿ brhšÈ¥ bg‰w áy«ò

 (ii)  nfhy¤J eh£lhÇl« bg‰w KW¡»£l j©il

 (iii) gh©oadh® kfŸ bfhL¤j ghlf«

 (iv)  f©o njr¤âš bg‰w fhyhÊ ÕÈ.

18.   f‰nw‹ v‹ghŒ f‰whah? v‹W fÉ¡nfh m¥Jš uFkh‹ 

m¿ahikÆš á¡» Mzt¤âš âis¤j k¡fis¥ 

gh®¤J¡ nf£»wh®. fhuz«,  btW« fh»j¤âš 

cŸst‰iwbašyh« go¥gJ k£L« fšÉahfhJ. mj‹go 

eilKiw thœ¡ifÆY« el¥gJ v‹gnj fšÉ f‰nw‹ 

v‹W ciu¥gJ MF«.

ãÇî - 2
19.   (i)  jÄœeh£o‹ khÃy ku« gidku« MF«.

 (ii)  ïJ ViHfË‹ f‰gf ÉU£r« MF«.

 (iii)  ïJ xU áwªj fh‰W¤ jL¥gh‹ MF«. MH¤âš Ú®k£l« 

Fiwahkš Úiu¢ nrÄ¤J it¡F« j‹ikíilaJ. 

ïjdhš Ãy¤jo Ú®k£l« FiwahJ.

 (iv)   gid ku¤âÈUªJ E§F, gjÚ® KjÈad »il¡»‹wd. 

mt‰¿ÈUªJ fU¥g£o, gd§f‰f©L M»ait 

jahÇ¡f¥gL»‹wd.

20.   jÄÊš F¿Šá Ãy« bjhl®ghd brh‰fËš ̀kiy' v‹gJ 

`caukhdJ' v‹W«, `F‹W' v‹gJ cau« FiwthdJ 

v‹W« bghUŸgLtdthF«.

21.   (i)  ngÇl® òJ¢nrÇÆš ÃfœªjnghJ k¡fŸ všnyhU« 

czî« ÚU« ï‹¿ thod®.

 (ii)  m¥nghJ xGfiuÆny fdfuha®, bgUŠnrhW mË¤J¤ 

jÄHÇ‹ ïu¡f¤ijí« <u¤ijí« btË¥gL¤âaij 

Mdªju§f® bgUÄj¤Jl‹ gâî brŒJŸsh®.

ãÇî - 3
22.   m) ãÂasî« - ãÂ + msî«

    ̀ï < I tÊ a›î«' v‹D« Éâ¥go ãÂ + +Œ + 

msî« v‹whdJ. ã‹ò ` clšnkš cÆ®tªJ 

x‹WtJ ïašng' ãÂ(Œ+ +m)sî« = ãÂasî« 

v‹whdJ.

 M) cyfid¤J« - cyF + mid¤J« 

    Éâ 1 : `cÆ®tÇ‹ c¡FwŸ bkŒÉ£nlhL«’' 

vD« Éâ¥go ÃiybkhÊ <‰¿š F‰¿aYfu« 

tªJ tUbkhÊ KjÈš cÆ®tªjhš `c'fu« 

bkŒÉ£nlhL«. cy¡ + mid¤J«.

     Éâ 2 : ` clšnkš cÆ®tªJ x‹WtJ ïašng 

vD« Éâ¥go ÃiybkhÊÆ‹ <‰W bkŒí« (¡) 

tUbkhÊÆ‹ Kjš cÆU« (m) nr®ªJ (¡+m=f) 

cyfid¤J« vd¥ òzU«.

23. miu¥òŸË (;) : bjhl®Ãiy¤ bjhl®fËY« xU brhšY¡F 

ntWg£l bghUŸ TW« ïl§fËY« miu¥òŸË tU«. 

v.fh. nty‹ fil¡F¢ br‹wh‹; bghUŸfis th§»dh‹; 

åL âU«ãdh‹.

24.  m)  <£odh® - <£L + ï‹ + M®

   <£L - gFâ

   ï‹ - ïwªjfhy ïilÃiy

   M® - gy®ghš ÉidK‰W ÉFâ.

  M) thÊa - thÊ + ïa

   thœ - gFâ

   ïa - Éa§nfhŸ ÉidK‰W ÉFâ

25. vG¤J, mir, Ó®, jis, mo, bjhil

27.   m)  -g¤âfis ïiz¡fî«

 M) " - x‰iw nk‰nfhŸ F¿pL ïLf

28.  ``nfhÉÈš ïUªj fÇ¡F¡ fhŒf¿fŸ nghlyhkh?'' v‹W 

K»y‹ j‹ jªijÆl« nf£lh‹.

29.  m) ik M)   ïjœ

30.   m)  ne‰W tªj iga‹ ah® bjÇíkh?

 M)  g¡f¤âš V‹ ïU¡fÉšiy bjÇíkh?

gFâ - III -  ãÇî - 1
31.   ïl« : òweh}‰¿š, flYŸ khŒªj ïs«bgUtGâ v‹w 

gh©oa k‹d‹ ïa‰¿a ̀c©lhš m«k' vd¤ bjhl§F« 

ghlÈš ï›tofŸ ïl« bg‰WŸsd.

 bghUŸ: òfœtU« v‹whš j« cÆiuí« bfhL¥gh®fŸ, 

cyf« KGtJ« »il¥gjhÆUªjhY« gÊtU« brašfis¢ 

brŒa kh£lh®fŸ.

 És¡f«: jk¡fhf ciH¡fhkš ãw®¡fhf¥ bgÇa Ka‰áíl‹ 

ciH¥gt®fŸ. mÄœj« »il¤jhY« jÅahf c©z 

kh£lh®fŸ. ahiuí« btW¡f kh£lh®fŸ. nrh«gš ï‹¿¢ 

brašgLth®fŸ gÊght§fS¡F mŠá thœth®fŸ. 

ï¥go¥g£lt®fŸ òfœtU« v‹whš cÆiuí« bfhL¥gh®fŸ. 

gÊtU« v‹whš cyf« gÊ¡F« brašfis¢ brŒa 

kh£lh®fŸ.

32.   x¥ÕL : fh‰¿š ML« òš åLfS¡F mH»a bgÇat‹ 

jU« x¥ÕL ö¡fzh§FUÉÆ‹ TlhF«.

 V‹ : ö¡fzh§FUÉfŸ ò‰fis¡ bfh©L jd¡fhf¡ 

TL f£o¡ bfhŸS«.  m¡TLfŸ fh‰wo¡F«nghJ 

mirªjhL« mHifs `fh‰¿š ML« òšåLfŸ' vd¡ 

fÉP® F¿¥ãL»wh®.
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33.   (i) kUªJ : K‹ c©l czî e‹whf¢ brÇ¤jij 

m¿ªJ ã‹, V‰w czit msnthL c©lhš 

clY¡F kUªnj njitÆšiy. 

 (ii) kU¤Jt® : nehÆ‹ j‹ik, nehŒ tUtj‰F cÇa 

fhuz« mªnehia¥ ngh¡Ftj‰F cŸs tÊKiwfŸ 

M»at‰iw e‹F MuhŒªJ kU¤Jt® brašgl 

nt©L«.

 (iii) kU¤Jt® : kU¤Jt‹, nehahËÆ‹ taâ‹ 

msî, kUªij V‰W¡bfhŸS« clš j‹ik, 

Õo¡f¥g£l nehÆ‹ msî, nehí‰¿U¡F« fhyÃiy 

M»at‰iw¡ fU¤âš bfh©L kU¤Jt« brŒa 

nt©L«.

 (iv) kU¤Jt« : nehahË, kU¤Jt®, kUªJ, kU¤Jt 

cjÉahs® v‹W kU¤Jt« eh‹F tifÆš ml§F«.

34.   (i)   ciH¥ghs®fË‹ njhŸ tÈikahš Fs«, F£il, 

VÇfŸ cUthÆd. jÇR Ãy§fŸ gÆ® brÊ¡F« 

ÉisÃy§fshf kh¿ gÆ® ÉisªjJ. 

 (ii)   cHt®fŸ thH, á‰ù®fŸ c©lhÆd. fšiyí« 

kiyiaí« ãsªJ cnyhf§fis¡ f©L fUÉfŸ 

brŒa¥g£ld. j§f« f©blL¡f¥g£lJ. flY¡FŸ 

_œ» _¢rl¡» K¤J vL¡f¥g£lJ.

ãÇî - 2
35.  tiu v‹w brhš nfhL, kiy, áfu«, ÉË«ò, fiu, všiy, 

EÅ ngh‹w bghUŸfËš ga‹gL¤j¥gL»‹wJ.

 (i)   EÅ Kjš mo tiu k‰W« mo Kjš EÅ tiu 

v‹w bjhl®fËš ‘tiu’ v‹w brhš ÉË«ò v‹w 

bghUËš ga‹gL¤j¥g£LŸsJ.

 (ii)   âuhÉl Ãy¥gFâfË‹ kiy bjhl®ghd brh‰fŸ, 

áªJbtË¥ g©gh£L Ãy¥gFâfËš fhuz« 

fUâna tH§f¥g£ld.

 (iii)   ïªâahÉ‹ tl¡F, nk‰F, »H¡F khÃy 

ïl¥bga®fËš âuhÉl ïl¢brh‰fË‹ neuo¤ 

bjhl®ò ï‹Wtiu Úo¡»wJ.

36.   (i)   ïurhad¥ ó¢á¡ bfhšÈia¥ ga‹gL¤jhkš 

ïa‰if ntsh©ik KiwÆš gÆ®fis¤ jh¡F« 

ó¢áfis tuhkš f£L¥gL¤jyh«.

 (ii)   nt¥g§bfh£il, beh¢á ïiy, ò§f‹, ãu©il, 

f‰whiH všyht‰iwí« e‹whf ïo¤J ïjid 

nfhÄa¤âš Cw it¤J gÆ®fS¡F¤ bjË¤jhš 

ó¢áfŸ gÆiu É£L xÊí«; gÆ®fS« brÊ¥ghf 

tsU«.

 (iii)   ó¢áfŸ tUtJ go¥goahf¡ Fiwí«. mJ 

k£Lkšyhkš Ãy¤âš ïU¡»‹w k©òG ngh‹w 

á¿a cÆ®fŸ mÊtJ jL¡f¥gL»wJ. k©Âš 

cŸs E©QÆ®¥ bgU¡f¤âdhš k©Q« j‹ 

ts¤âid ïH¥gâšiy.

37. (i)   fÉP® `kšyh®nk' ngh‹wt®fŸ ït®fSila 

fÉijfËš ng¢R v‹gJ _oa ÃiyÆš 

brašgL»‹wJ. vâÇš xUtiu it¤J¡ bfh©L 

ngRtij¥nghš ïšyhkš jÅikÆš j§fS¡F¤ 

jh§fns ngá¡ bfhŸtij¥ nghš ïU¡F«. 

 (ii)   jÅ¥g£l x›bthU brhšY« ã¿bjh‹iw¥ 

ngRtnjhL k£Lkšyhkš j‹idna ngá¡ 

bfhŸtjhF«. ït®fË‹ fÉijfis¡ F¿p£L¡ 

fÉijfŸ v‹W Twyh«.

38.   (i)  xU Kiw âUth§TÇš btŸs¥bgU¡F V‰g£lJ. 

btŸs¥bgU¡»dhš V‰g£l J‹g¤ij¤ 

Jil¡f¥ gŸË khzt®fS« FG¡fŸ mik¤J¢ 

brašg£ld®.

 (ii)  xU FGÉd® ehŠáš eh£o‹ tl¡F¥ gFâÆš 

cŸs njhthis v‹D« ïl¤â‰F¢ br‹W gÂia 

nk‰bfh©ld®.

 (iii)  m§»Uªj »uhk k¡fËl« btŸs¥ bgU¡»dhš 

V‰g£l ghâ¥òfŸ F¿¤J¥ ngá Ãâ âu£od®.  

m¡FGÉ‰F¤ jiytuhf ïUªjt® éth.

ãÇî - 3

39.  bghU©bkhÊ¡ fhŠá¤Jiw

 Jiw És¡f« : k¡fS¡F ey« brŒí« thœÉaš 

be¿fis vL¤J¡TWjš bghU©bkhÊ¡ fhŠá¤ Jiw 

MF«.

 rh‹W : 

   òfbHÅ‹ cÆU« bfhL¡Ft® gÊbaÅ‹

   cyFl‹ bg¿D« bfhŸsy® ma®Éy®

 rh‹W És¡f« : jk¡fhf ciH¡fhkš ãwU¡fhf 

ciH¥gt®fŸ mÄœj« »il¤jhY« jÅ¤J c©z 

kh£lh®fŸ. ahiuí« btW¡fhkš nrh«gš ï‹¿ 

brašgLth®fŸ. ãw® mŠRtj‰F jhK« mŠá òfœ 

tUbkÅš j« cÆiuí« bfhL¥gh®fŸ. cyf« KGtJ« 

»il¥gjhf ïUªjhY« gÊ tU« brašfis¢ brŒahkš 

jÉ®¥g®. vj‰F« kd« jsu kh£lh®fŸ. 

 Jiw¥ bghU¤j« : k¡fS¡F¤ njitahd thœÉaš 

be¿fis¡ T¿íŸsjhš ïJ bghU©bkhÊ¡ fhŠá¤ 

Jiw¡F¥ bghUªâíŸsJ.

40.   mÂ ïy¡fz« :  brŒíËš K‹d® tªj xU brhš mnj 

bghUËš ã‹dU« gyKiw tUtJ brh‰bghUŸ ã‹tU 

ÃiyaÂ MF«.

 rh‹W : ``nehŒeho nehŒKjš eho mJjÂ¡F«

   thŒeho thŒ¥g¢ braš.''

 rh‹W És¡f« :  nehiaí« mj‹ fhuz¤ijí« mij 

Ú¡F« tÊiaí« MuhŒªJ kU¤Jt® 

brašgl nt©L«.

 mÂ¥ bghU¤j« : ï¡Fw£ghÉš nehŒ v‹W« brhš 

`ãÂ' v‹D« bghUËY« ̀ eho' v‹D« brhš MuhŒªJ 

v‹D« bghUËY«, Û©L« Û©L« tªJŸsjhš, ïJ 

brh‰bghUŸ ã‹tUÃiyaÂahF«.

(mšyJ)

 mÂ És¡f« :  òyt® jh« Tw¡ fUâa bghUis 

nenu Twhkš mjndhL x¥òik cila ã¿bjhU 

bghUis¡ T¿, jh« brhšy¡ fUâaij¡ F¿¥ghf¥ 

bgw it¥gJ ã¿J bkhÊjš mÂ vd¥gL«. 
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INSTRUCTIONS
1. Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If 

there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall Supervisor 
immediately.

2.  Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline. 

Part - I
Answer all the questions. (20x1=20)

Choose the appropriate synonyms of the underlined words in 
the following sentences.

1. The common link of friendship was snapped.
(a) deprived  (b) fixed
(c) isolated  (d) cut

2. I would have taken fifty farthings.
(a) Sticks  (b) Paisa
(c) Guineas  (d) Lashes

3. We should also realize that a continuous stream of men 
and women endowed with the spirit of service.
(a) gifted  (b) educated
(c) trained  (d) developed

 Choose the appropriate antonyms of the underlined words 
in the following sentences.
4. The other Indian boxers also performed exceptionally.

(a) moderately (b) remarkably
(c) differently  (d) furiously

5. The staff looked so prosperous and unsympathetic.
(a) lavish  (b) poor
(c) affluent  (d) wealthy

6. Society has got a right to expect an adequate return 
from you.
(a) insufficient (b) average
(c) enormous  (d) plentiful

7. Form a new word by adding a suitable suffix to the root 
word  'moral'.
(a) - ity  (b) - ism
(c) - er  (d) - ous 

8. Choose the word that can be added after  'show' to form 
a compound word.
(a) dog  (b) song
(c) board  (d) case

9. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation GDP.
(a) Gross Domestic product
(b) Goods Distribution Process
(c) Goods Diminishing Price
(d) Gross Domestic Procedure

10. Form a new word by adding a suitable prefix to the root 
word 'audible.
(a) dis (b) in (c) il (d) un

11. Replace the underlined word in the sentence with a 
phrasal verb. Come what may, I will Support you.  
(a) stand up  (b) stand above 
(c) stand out  (d) stand by

12. Choose the right meaning of the idiomatic expression 
in the sentence below.

 That was a nice pickle to be in.
(a) challenging situation (b) pleasant situation
(c) dramatic situation (d) confused situation

13. A doctrine that advocates equal rights for women is 
______. 
(a) feminism  (b) idealism
(c) heroism  (d) egocentrism

14. Choose the meaning of the idiom, "alarm bells 
ringing".
(a) praising someone 
(b) disagreeing
(c) celebrating victory 
(d) sign of something going wrong

15. Replace the phrasal verb in the sentence with the 
suitable single word. The manager promised to look 
into when we pointed out an error in our bill.
(a) investigate (b) settle
(c) calculate  (d) change

16. Fill in the blank with the appropriate determiner.
 The teacher had ______ idea about the problem.

(a) this  (b) that
(c) any  (d) no

17. Add a suitable question tag to the following statement.
 They can substantially reduce the cost of mobility and 

congestion, _________? 
(a) can they  (b) couldn't they
(c) shouldn't they (d) can't they
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18. Fill in the blank with a suitable preposition.
 We strolled __________ the river.

(a) across  (b) below
(c) along  (d) on

19. "Ornithology" is the study of ________.
 (a) birds 
 (b) dog training

(c) bird's eggs 
(d) fish

20. Fill in the blank with a suitable option.
 I have a friend _______ cat is annoying.

(a) whose  (b) that 
(c) which  (d) who

Part – II
Section - 1

Answer any four of the following. 

Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer any four 
of the following :  (4×2=8)

21. "They used to laugh with their hearts
 And laugh with their eyes":

(a) Who does the word 'they' refer to?
(b) Explain "Laugh with their eyes".

22. "Well, ego it might be pleased enough
 But zealous athletes play so rough"....

(a) Why are athletes rough during play?
(b) Pick out the rhyming words in the given lines.

23. "Most of all, I want to relearn 
 How to laugh"

(a) Why does the poet want to relearn how to laugh?
(b) Whom does the poet want to relearn from? 

24. "When officialdom demands, 
 Is there a doctor in the stands?" 

(a) Why are doctors called from stands by the 
sponsors?

(b) Why does the poet make such an observation?

25. "Defeat we repel, courage our fort";
 (a)    How do we react to defeat?

(b) What is considered as our stronghold?

26. "Comes at the last, and with a little pin
 Bores through his castle wall, and farewell king!" 

(a) How is the castle pierced? 
(b) Pick out the words in alliteration in the above lines.

Section - 2
Answer any three of the following questions.

 (3×2=6)

27. Report the following dialogue:
 Satish :  Do you know that Chandar arrives 

tomorrow?
 Hari : No, when did his holidays begin?
 Satish : Last Week.
28. Having resigned his job, he started a company of his 

own. (Rewrite as a Complex Sentence)
29. Hussain and Victor were too young to work in the 

industry. (Rewrite as a Compound Sentence)
30. Obey the rules. Otherwise you will be fined. (Combine 

using "If ") 
Part – III

Section - 1
Explain any two of the following with reference to the 
context.  (2×3=6)

31. "... show me how 
 I used to laugh and smile" 
32. "Honour is a property, common to all: 
 In dignity and pride no one need to be poor".
33. "I live with bread like you, feel want, 
 Taste grief, need friends." 

Section - 2
Answer any two of the following questions in not more 
than 30 words. (2×3=6)

34. What was the happiest time of the day for grandmother?
35. Why did the narrator visit Christie's?
36. In what ways have Universities improved the society?

Section - 3
Answer any three of the following questions:
 (3×3=9)

37. Write an e-mail to your uncle thanking him for the gift 
that he had sent from abroad.

38. You are the Sports Secretary of your School. Prepare a 
Notice for the School notice board asking the students 
of Class XI to give their names for participation in 
various events to be held on the Annual Sports Day of 
your School. 
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39. Build a dialogue of minimum 3 exchanges between a 
student and a librarian, asking for a membership form.

40. Write an article in about 150 words for your School 
magazine about the importance of clean drinking water 
for a healthy life. 

Part – IV
41. Answer the following in a paragraph of about 150 

words.  (7×5=35)
(a) Describe Mary Kom's  personal  experiences 

during her first International Championship 
match from the time of selection to winning the 
medal.

(OR)
(b) Narrate the circumstances that led to the narrator 

getting into a tight corner, by his own folly.
42. Answer the following in a paragraph of 150 words. 

(a) The poet does not wish to exchange places with 
the athletes. How does he justify his views?

(OR)
(b) In what way is every hillock similar to Everest?

43. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing 
the following hints.
(a) The narrator went to the photographer - 

photographer looked grave - remarked he 
didn't like the face - the narrator angry - called 
on Saturday - the photographer made changes 
- photograph looked different - narrator was 
frustrated.

(OR)
(b) A dentist's clinic - tensed patients - one woman - 

showed photographs - Joe - first patient - dentist 
arrived - nurse took - hammer - large pair of 
pliers - loud screech - patients left - one by one - 
Joe's wife wept - dentist located the key - Joe tells 
- woman with photographs - called in - all others 
had left.

44.  Write a summary (or) make notes of the following 
passage. 
  In India, about  55 percent of the forest area, 

which is predominantly covered by deciduous 
forests, is prone to fires every year causing loss 
of `440 crores.  It is estimated that proportion of 
forest areas prone to forest fires annually ranges 
from 33 percent in some of the states to over 
90 percent in other states (FSI 1987). Despite 
the natural fires, the major sources of forest 
fires in India are anthropogenic, which include 
shifting cultivation practices, controlled burning, 
deforestation, fire wood burning and others.

  Forest fires in the country are mostly 
experienced during summer months from April 
to June. The extent and type of fire vary from state 
to state based on the types of forests as well as the 
climatic conditions or delay in the arrival of the 
monsoon etc. Firest fires not only cause loss of 
biodiversity, loss of valuable timber, degradation 
of natural forests and water catchment areas but 
also result in depletion of Carbon sinks, reduction 
in water table level, global warming, ozone layer 
depletion and also loss of agricultural production.

45. (a) Write a letter to the Editor of a Newspaper on the 
dangerous effects of rash driving.

(OR)
(b) Write a letter to the Commissioner of the 

Corporation Complaining about the sanitary 
conditions of the streets in your locality.

46. (a) Read the following sentences, spot the error in 
them and correct them.

 (i)  A ship with goods drowned in the Indian 
Ocean. 

 (ii) We discussed about the problem so thoroghly. 
 (iii)  If I had known this yesterday I will have 

helped him.
 (iv)  Rahim has been winning a prize since five 

years consecutively.
 (v) I purchased furnitures from the shop.

(OR)
(b) Fill in the blanks as instructed. 
 i)  To bake a __________ shaped cake, you'll 

need some___________. (flour, flower)
  (use the right word in the blanks)
 ii)  Raghav ___________ take tea, but now he 

doesn't. (use a semi modal verb) 
 iii)  When I called on her, she______ (sing). 
  (use the correct verb form)
 iv) If I were you I  ______ (take) it easy.
  (Fill in the blank with a conditional clause)

47. (a) Read the following passage and answer the 
questions in your own words.

 To most of us the most fascinating thing about 
spiders is the web they spin. First of all, spiders 
are not insects. They belong to a group known as 
'archnids' and differ from insects in such a way 
that they have eight legs, eight eyes, wings and 
only two parts in their bodies.

  They can live on any type of climate and are 
found in every part of the world. They can live on 
water, on the ground, depending on the speicies. 
They vary in size from eight centrimeters to that 
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which are so small, that they are barely visible. 
Some spiders can live for a whole year without 
water. One of the spiders, the large tarantula, eats 
birds, and can live for as long as fifteen years.  
Some on the other hand, live just for a year.

  The silk in spider's web is secreted in 
abdominal glands.  The silk is forced through 
long tiny holes from the spinning organs at the 
tip of the abdomen. It comes out as a liquid which 
becomes solid on contact with air.

Questions:
(i) Why are spiders not considered insects?
(ii) What is the most fascinating aspect of spiders?
(iii) Describe the special features of tarantulas.
(iv) How does the silk in the spider's abdomen change 

into a solid state?
(v) Pick out a word that is equivalent to 'produced'.

(OR)
(b)  Write a paragraph on 'The person whom I admire the 

most' in about 150 words.

  

ANSweRS

Part - I
1. (d)  cut 
2. (b)  Paisa
3. (a)  gifted 
4. (a)  moderately
5. (b)  poor 
6. (a)  insufficient
7.  (a)  morality
8. (d) case
9. (a)  Gross Domestic product 
10. (b) inaudible
11. (d) stand by  
12.  (a)  challenging situation 
13. (a)  feminism
14. (d) sign of something going wrong 
15. (a) investigate 
16. (d) no
17. (d) can't they 
18. (c) along
19. (a) birds 
20. (a) whose 

Part - II
21. a)  They were the people who lived in the past, in the 

olden days.
 b)  Laugh with their emotions, reflecting pleasure in 

their eyes. 
22. a)  They exhibit roughness while playing because they 

play actively a fair game to win.
 b) The rhyming words are: enough-rough.
23. a)  The poet wants to relearn how to laugh because his 

fake, artificial laugh in the mirror shows only his 
teeth are like a snake’s poisonous teeth.

 b)  The poet wants to relearn from his son.
24. a)  The doctors are called from the stands to treat the 

players who are hired by the sponsors. The sponsors 
have paid money to the players or athletes.

 b)  The poet makes such an observation, to show 
how humanity has changed. The doctors come for 
treatment of the players only when the sponsors ask 
them to come.

25. a)  We react to defeat by moving back with force.
 b) Courage and Bravery is our stronghold.

26. a) Death bores through the castle wall of the king's life.
 b) last - little

27.  Satish asked Hari if he knew that chandar would arrive 
the next day. Hari replied that he did not know about that 
and asked when his holidays had begun. Satish replied 
that his holidays had begun in the previous week.

28. After he had resigned his job, he started a company of 
his own.

29. Hussain and victor were very young and so they couldn't 
work in the industry.

30. If you obey the rules, you won't be fined.
Part - III

Section - 1
31. Reference :  These lines are taken from the poem 

"Once upon a time" by Gabriel Okara.
 Context : The poet asks his son to show him how 

to laugh sincerely and genuinely.
Explanation :     The poet asks the ‘son’ almost pleads 

with him to show him how to laugh; 
show him how he used to laugh and 
smile when he was a child. He asks his 
son to teach him all the good habits 
he has lost and teach him to have true 
emotions.
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32. Reference : These lines are from the Poem ‘Everest is 
not the only peak’, written by Kulothungan.

 Context :  The poet says that honour is an asset. It 
is common to all. A person who is born 
with honour and lives with dignity and 
pride is considered rich.

 Explanation :  The poet tells that our honour is our 
property. It is common to humanity. 
A life of truth and dignity is our 
property. If we follow the path of 
nobility and pride, we are not poor.  
We are always rich.

33.  Reference      :   These lines are taken from "The hollow 
crown" by William Shakespeare

 Context : King Richard II speaks of the might of 
death to his subjects.

Explanation  :   King Richard recalls how kings get slain 
in battlefield . The king feels he is also 
an ordinary mortal deceived by the 
'jester’s death’. He also needs to taste 
grief and needs the support of friends 
during distress.

Section - 2
34.  The grandmother used to feed hundreds of sparrows every 

day in the afternoon with the little bits of bread for half-
an-hour. It was the happiest time of the day for her.

35.  The narrator visited Christie’s because his friend 
persuaded him to look at the sale-room, where Barbizon 
pictures were sold.

36.  Universities have improved the society by trimming and 
training the student and guiding and leading him to do his 
duty as a citizen of a democracy. Thereby Universities have 
equipped the students for the task of making democracy 
fruitful and effective.

Section - 3
37.

To   : shivkumar@gmail.com

Sub : Thanks note

Dear Uncle,
Thank you for the gift. I like the watch very much. I 
shall use it during my examination. The alarm in it 
is very useful too. Convey my regards to all at home.
With love,

Suba.

38.
NOTICE

Government Higher secondary school, 
Annual Sports day : Participation

20th October 2021
         Our school is organizing an intra-school annual sports 
day on 10th October, 2021.  Various sports events are going 
to take place during the event at different venues. Students 
who are interested in taking part can give their names for 
at most 2 events per person to their house sports head. 
Make sure the timings of the two events don't coincide 
with each other. The list of events and their timing is 
accompanied with the notice. If you have any doubts, 
contact the undersigned.
G. Ramesh
(G. Ramesh)

The Sports Secretary

39. Student  :  Good morning.
 Librarian :  Good morning. How can I help you?
 Student :  I would like to be a member of the library.
 Librarian :  Which  standard  are you in?
 Student :  I am in XI A 
 Librarian :  Do you have your identity card?
 Student : Yes, here it is.
 Librarian :  Okay. Please take this membership form.
 Student :  Thank you
 Librarian : You are most welcome. 

40. ClEAn DRInkIng WATER IMPoRTAnT foR HEAlTH
- By. Ramesh XI ‘A’.

  All of us are well aware how important is clean 
drinking water for a healthy life. It should be particularly 
free from any contamination with sewage water, 
as this can cause a variety of water-borne diseases.  
These can be typhoid, cholera or dysentery, if 
contaminated water is consumed. In serious cases, 
this may result in long-term diseases, like jaundice. No 
wonder that many suppliers of water make a living out 
of this!

    Our water supply organisat ions l ike the 
Municipalities should ensure that clean drinking 
water is supplied to all homes through a water pipeline 
connection. Any leakage in the pipelines must be 
repaired without delay to prevent contamination. 
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   At any cost and under no circumstances, sewage 
water should not be allowed to mix with water going 
to household taps. The filtration plants of the water 
supply utilities must function properly and their storage 
tanks must be cleaned periodically to ensure that the 
customers of water do not fall ill. Let us all join to help 
them in this noble and essential effort.

Part - IV
41.  (a)  When Mary Kom was selected in the 48 kg category 

for the International Boxing Association, her father 
managed to collect only ` 2,000/- for her trip. She 
was upset and worried, as things were expensive in 
the USA. With the help of his friend, Mr. Onler, she 
managed to get ̀  5,000/- and ̀  3,000/- from the two 
members of the parliament. With this money, she 
had ` 10,000/- in her hand. She started her trip to 
the USA. There in Pennsylvania, she was confined 
to the sports arena, without having a glimpse of the 
places around, as her team was the last to arrive. 
Next day, she faced her opponents bravely and came 
to the finals. But there, she lost to Hula Sahin of 
Turkey by 13 - 5. She was disappointed. She went to 
her room and cried. But her coaches were kind to 
her. They comforted her and appreciated her on the 
silver win. She was the only one in the team to get a 
medal. This championship gave her the conviction 
that she could take on any boxer.

(OR)
 (b)  Once the narrator went with his friend to Christie’s, 

an auction sale-hall, where Barbizon pictures 
were put up. The narrator knew nothing about art 
pictures nor had enough money to participate in 
the bidding. He had only sixty-three pounds and 
that too in the bank. He had no securities either.  
The auction started and the narrator, not 
understanding the seriousness, started raising the 
bid amount marginally. At that time, a Daubigny 
picture was put on sale. A rich man bid four 
thousand guineas for it. As usual, the narrator, just 
for fun, raised the bid by fifty guineas more. 

The narrator thought that someone would 
raise the bid further. But to his amazement, nobody 
else bid after that. The narrator was panic-stricken. 
He unwittingly got into a mental tight corner.  
He could not find ways as how to raise such a huge 
amount. Sensing the danger, his friend had already 
left the place. Finally, he decided to confess his 
foolishness to the auctioneer himself and get rid of 
the critical situation. 

42. (a)   In the very first stanza, the poet admits that right 
from his boyhood days, he was glad to watch others 
play all kinds of games including boxing. He was 
glad that he was not one of them. His limp and 
bashful spirit feeds on the heroism of other players. 
He watches with a palpitating heart when ‘A’ runs 
ninety yards to bag a medal. He watches with 
obvious alarm when ‘B’ knocks another boxer down 
cracking his vertebrae and spines. The players maim 
each other. His ego would never be pleased to swap 
places with such popular players. He listens to the 
mention of prudence/common sense and refrains 
from hurting himself or others by not participating 
in any game whatsoever. Thus he justifies his view 
to continue as spectator.

(OR)
 (b)  The poet gives his views on the quality of life. We 

should always feel proud and high of ourselves, 
though our good qualities are few and small in 
quantity. Never shall we fail to do what we have 
promised. Our pride arises from the way, we live 
and our path. Mount Everest is not the only peak, 
which is the highest of all. Every small hill has the 
highest point to boast. We don’t care about the height 
we reach. He, who does not bend his head or body 
to gain monetary benefits is a king, we adore. We 
should respect these persons.

43. (a)  The narrator went to the photographer to have a 
photograph taken. The photographer made the 
author wait for one hour. While waiting in the studio 
the narrator kept reading the Ladies Companion for 
1912, the Girls Magazine for 1902 and the Infants 
Journal for 1888 at the photographer’s studio. The 
photographer told him to come in and sit down. 
The narrator got angry because the photographer 
was commenting on the narrator’s face. The 
photographer was pleased after he clicked a photo of 
the narrator in moments of animation. He was called 
on Saturday to see the proof of the photograph. On 
seeing the photograph the narrator was shocked 
into silence. The photographer had made changes 
by removing the eyebrows and making adjustments 
to the mouth. The photograph did not look like 
the narrator. The narrator was frustrated as the 
photograph which he had planned to give his friends 
to keep after his death did not look like him. He 
left the studio saying that the photograph was a 
worthless bauble.

(OR)
 (b)  ‘The first patient’ is a play written by C.V.Burgess. 

A number of patients wait at the waiting room of 
a dentist’s clinic. One of the women is showing 
everyone her photographs. After the arrival of the 
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printing. If there is any lack of fairness, 
inform the Hall Supervisor immediately..

 2.  Use Blue or Black ink to write and 
underline.

Part - I
Answer all the questions.  (20×1=20)
 Choose the appropriate synonyms of the underlined words in 
the following sentences.

1. We treated it like the fables of the prophets she used to 
tell us.

 (a) hymns (b) songs
 (c) storeys (d) stories
2. The coaches lauded me. 
 (a) appreciated (b) gifted
 (c) garlanded (d) rebuked
3. The toilers did not enjoy this privilege.
 (a) kings (b) bosses
 (c) leaders (d) workers
Choose the appropriate antonyms for the underlined words 
in the following sentences.

4. Grandmother was always in spotless white.
 (a) pure (b) pointless
 (c) dirty (d) creased
5. The staff looked so unsympathetic .....
 (a) credible (b) genuine
 (c) dutiful (d) sympathetic

6. It requires individual responsibility.
 (a) classical (b) personal
 (c) collective (d) modern

7. Form a new word by adding a suitable prefix to the base 
word 'tidy'      

 (a) ir (b) in
 (c) dis (d) un

8. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation 'CAT'
 (a) Career and Aptitude Test
 (b) Competitive Aptitude Test
 (c) Capital Aptitude Test
 (d) Central Law and Aptitude Test

9. Choose the appropriate idiomatic expression for the 
underlined phrase.

 The two players were in the two opposite angles of the 
boxing ring, resting between rounds.

 (a) in our corner (b) gift of the gab
 (c) square off 
 (d) turning over a new leaf

10. Fill in the blanks with the suitable phrasal verb.

 The rebellion was ________ by the officers.
 (a) put off (b) put on
 (c) put down (d) put up

11. Choose the word from the options given below to form 
a compound word with "bee".  

 (a) piece (b) lash 
 (c) gate (d) hive

12. Choose the right definition for the word, "Neurologist "
 (a) one who treats stomach disorders
 (b) one who  treats lung problems
 (c) one who treats disorders of the nervous system
 (d) one who treats vision problems 
13. Form a derivative for the underlined word. 
 Mom told me to arrange the table.
 (a) ful (b) ment
 (c) ity (d) ness

14. Fill in the blanks with appropriate "ism" word.

 Ravi had the habit of being absent at work. He is known 
for his ____________.

 (a)  absenteeism   (b) patriotism
 (c) heroism (d) criticism 

15.  Fill in the blanks with the suitable modal verb. 
 Students _______ submit their note books tomorrow 

without fail.
 (a) must (b) can
 (c) may (d) might
16.  Fill in the blanks with a suitable Preposition.

 I saw the cat sitting ____ the table. 
 (a) on (b) in
 (c) of (d) at
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17. Choose the appropriate question tag for the following 
sentence. 

 Sita is a teacher ___________?
 (a) wasn't she  (b) is she
 (c) did she (d) isn't she
18. Fill in the blanks with the correct tense form. 

 If I ________ a pilot, I would fly high.
 (a) am (b) was
 (c) had been (d) were
19. Fill in the blanks with a suitable determiner. 

 ____________ of my friends called me yesterday.
 (a) Third (b) Any
 (c) Little (d) Many

20. Fill in the blanks with the suitable phrase. 

 ______ heavy rain, the match was cancelled.
 (a) Due to  (b) In spite of
 (c) Despite (d) In case of

Part - II    Section - 1
Answer any four of the following (4×2=8)

Read the sets of poetic lines given and answer the questions 
that follow.

21.  "Most of all, I want to relearn

 How to laugh, for my laugh in the mirror

 Shows only my teeth like a snake's bare fangs!"
 (a)    Why does the poet want to relearn how to laugh?
 (b)   Mention the figure of speech used here.  
22. “When officialdom demands, 

 Is there a doctor in the stands ?
 (a)  Why are doctors called from the stands by the 

sponsors?
 (b)  Pick out the rhyming words in the given lines. 
23. He, who does not stoop, is a king we adore.
 We bow before competence and merit;
 (a) Who is adored as a 'king'?
 (b)  What is the figure of speech used in the first line ? 

24. "And tell sad stories of the death of kings": 
 (a)  Pick out the alliterated words. 
 (b)  Who is the speaker ? 

25.  Cocktail face, with all their conforming smiles 
 Like a fixed portrait smile. 
 (a) What do you mean by "Cocktail face" ? 
 (b) Mention the figure of speech.

26. Keeps Death his court, and there the antic sits, 
 (a) What does the word "antic" mean ? 
 (b)  Identify the figure of speech employed in this line.

Section - 2
Answer any three of the following questions (3×2=6)
27. The old woman said to the boy, "Please help me." 

[Rewrite as a Reported Speech]
28. Raghu tried his best, but he did not succeed.  [Rewrite 

as a Complex Sentence] 
29. Though the battle has been won, the war isn't over yet. 

[Rewrite as a Compound Sentence]
30. Rita was late to school. She was punished.  [Rewrite 

using "If" clause]
Part - III   Section - 1

Explain any two of the following with reference to the 
context.  (2×3=6)

31. "I have learned to wear many faces  

 Like dresses...... 
32. "They do not ever in their dealings 

 Consider one another's feelings......  
33. "How can you say to me, I am a king?"

Section - 2
Answer any two of the following questions in not 
more than 30 words. (2×3=6)

34. Why did the grandmother accompany the author to 
school?

35. What did Mary Kom consider her greatest achievement? 
Why?

36. Why are universities necessary for a Society?
Section - 3

Answer any three of the following. (3×3=9)

37. Write an article on "Road Safety" in about 50 words. 

38. Describe the process of ironing a shirt.

39. Write an e-mail to your brother wishing him on his 
birthday.

40. Write a message to your sister reminding her about the 
coaching class that evening after school hours.

Part - IV
Answer the following in a paragraph of about 150 
words.  (7×5=35)

41. (a)  Why was Mary Kom named "Queen of Boxing" 
and "Magnificent Mary"?

(OR)
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 (b)  How Does the speaker highlight the importance 
of giving back to the society in the lesson "The  
Convocation Address"?

Answer the following in a paragraph of about 150 
words. 

42. (a)  Explain the things the poet has learnt when he 
grew into an adult, in the poem, "Once upon a 
Time".

(OR)
 (b)   What are the qualities the speaker wishes to 

nourish and what is his mission in the poem, 
"Everest is not the only Peak"?

 Answer in a paragraph of about 150 words  developing 
the following hints. 

43. (a)  The dentist's clinic - many patients wait- tensed - 
tooth - to be extracted -  the arrival of the dentist 
- Joe, the first patient - called in - the nurse goes 
- with hammer - reaction of patients - loud sound 
of sawing and screeching - other patients fear - go 
away - Joe comes out - hammer, pliers - to open 
tool box

(OR)
 (b)  Stephen Leacock - visits a photo studio - for 

photograph - the photographer  unpleasant 
comments - takes a long time - Leacock gets 
angry - The photographer - rude - comments on 
Leacock's features - ill-treats Leacock - takes 
photo in animation - asks to come on Saturday - 
Leacock goes- disappointed - does not resemble 
him - accuses and leaves in tears.

44.  Write a summary (or) make notes of the following 
passage.

A planet revolves around the Sun along a definite curved path 
which is called an orbit. It is elliptical. The time taken by a planet 
to complete one revolution is called its period of revolution. 

Besides revolving around the Sun, a planet also rotates on its 
own axis like a top. The time taken by a planet to complete one 
rotation is called its period of rotation. The period of rotation of 
the earth is 23 hours and 56 minutes and so the length of a day 
on earth is taken as 24 hours. 

The planets are spaced unevenly. The first four planets are 
relatively close together and close to the Sun. They form the 
inner solar system. Farther from the Sun is the outer solar system, 
Where the planets are much more spread out. Thus the distance 
between Saturn and Uranus is much greater than the distance 
between Earth and Mars. 

The four planets grouped together in the inner solar system are 
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars. They are called inner planets. 
They have a surface of solid rock crust and are called terrestrial 

or rocky planets. Their insides, surfaces and atmospheres are 
formed in a similar way and form a similar pattern. Our planet 
Earth, can be taken as a model of the other three planets. 

The four large planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune 
spread out in the outer solar system and slowly orbit the Sun. 
They are called outer planets. They are made of hydrogen, 
helium and other gases in huge amounts and have very dense 
atmosphere. They are known as gas giants and are also called 
gaseous planets. The four outer planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus 
and Neptune have rings. whereas the four inner planets do not 
have any rings. The rings are actually tiny pieces of rock covered 
with ice.  

45. (a) Write a letter to the commissioner of the 
corporation complaining about the sanitary 
conditions of the streets in your locality.     
   (OR)

 (b) Write a letter to your friend informing him/her 
that you would visit her the following week and 
celebrate your birthday there.

46. (a)  Read the following sentences, spot the error in 
them and correct them. 

(i) I saw many gooses in the park. 
(ii)  Ramu is one of the tallest boy. 
(iii)  He is my cousin brother. 
(iv)  They discussed about the matter. 
(v)  Either of these are right. 

(OR)
 (b)  Read the following sentences and classify them 

according to their fields.
(i)  Dr. Rahim is an Orthopaedic surgeon. 
(ii)  My grandfather owned a fertile land. 
(iii)  A.R. Rehman is a great Pianist. 
(iv)  Jegan is into trading. 
(v)   The hacker had some problem with his mother-

board. 

 

Music, Computer, Agriculture, 
Education, Medicine, Commerce, 
Nutrition.

47. (a)  Read the following passage and answer the 
questions in your own words

 The history of medicinal plants is as old as the 
history of human beings. Most medicines are 
obtained either directly or indirectly from plants. 
All the major systems of medicines such as 
Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha, Homeopathy 
are based on drugs obtained from plants and 
animals. These drugs obtained from medicinal 
plants are called secondary metabolites. Plants 
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produce primary metabolites for their own living 
eg. carbohydrates, amino acids, etc., and secondary 
metabolites for protection, competition and species 
interaction, (e.g.) alkaloids, terpenoids flavonoids 
etc. Phytochemistry is the study of Phytochemicals 
which are chemical substances derived from various 
parts of the plant. Few plant derived drugs are Tulsi. 
Nannari. Nilavembu. Pappali etc. 

Questions : 
(i)   Name any two major systems of medicines.
(ii)  What are secondary metabolites ? 
(iii)  Carbohydrates, amino acids etc. are___. 
(iv)  What is phytochemistry ? 
(v)   Did you come across the word 'Nilavembu' in recent 

years ? For which  disease was it recommended ?

(OR)
 (b)  Build a dialogue with a minimum of 5 exchanges 

between a teacher, and a  student who has come 
late to school. 

Answers
1. (d)  stories
2. (a) appreciated
3. (d)  workers 4. (c)  dirty
5. (d) sympathetic 6. (c) Collective
7. (d) un 
8. (*)  Common Admission Test
9. (a) in our corner 10. (c) put down
11. (d) hive 
12. (c) one who treats disorders of the nervous system
13. (b)  ment 14. (a)  absenteeism
15. (a) must 16. (a) on
17. (d) isn't she
18. (d) were
19. (d) Many
20. (a) Due to

Part - II    Section - 1
21. (a)  The poet wants to relearn how to laugh because his 

fake, artificial laugh in the mirror shows only his 
teeth are like a snake’s poisonous teeth.

 (b)  Simile. (Direct comparison with the word “like”)

22. (a)  The doctors are called from the stands to treat the 
players who are hired by the sponsors. The sponsors 
have paid money to the players or athletes.

 (b)  demands - stands
23. (a)  A person who does not yield or submit, to descend 

from dignity is adored (respected) as a king.
 (b) Metaphor
24. (a) Sad - Stories
 (b) King Richard II is the speaker.
25. (a)  A cocktail face is a face which shows mixed 

emotions
 (b) Simile.
26. (a)  The word "antic" means someone who draws attention 

through silly or funny acts.(Here a court jester)
 (b) Personification

Section - 2
27. The old woman requested the boy to help her.
28. Though Raghu tried his best, he did not succeed.
29. The battle has been won but the war is not over yet.
30.  If Rita had not been late to school, she would not have 

been punished.
Part - III   Section - 1

31.  Reference   :    These lines are from Gabriel Okara’s 
poem “Once Upon a Time.”

  Context    :     The poet tells his son that he has learned 
to wear his faces like dresses. In other 
words, it is to act or behave to the need 
of the situation.

  Explanation  :     The poet has learned to act or behave 
to the need of the situation. The 
changing of masks is like changing 
of dresses. In the home, he will have 
one face. In the office, he acts in one 
way to a person with a different face. 
When he meets someone on the street 
he acts another way. When he acts 
with mixed emotions, he has to put on 
a cocktail mask. So, he has to wear a 
standard deceitful artificial smile on all 
occasions.

32.   Reference   :    These lines are taken from the poem 
‘Confessions of a Born Spectator’ by 
Frederic Ogden Nash. 

   Context   :    The poet says these lines about the 
rough game played by the athletes
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 Explanation  :    The active players play so rough that 
they never consider one another’s 
feelings.

33.  Reference   :     This line is taken from the poem ‘The 
Hollow Crown’ written by William 
Shakespeare. This is an extract from 
Shakespeare’s historic play ‘King 
Richard the second’. This poem is a 
monologue.

  Context    :    At the end of his speech, he questions 
his subjects, how could they call him, 
as their king.

  Explanation  :    They cannot call him a king as he was 
thus subjected to all the dependencies 
of the human condition, just like the 
rest of them. He adds that he too needs 
bread to live, feels a want, tastes grief 
and needs friends. He concludes his 
speech rhetorically, asking them how 
they could call him a king, since he 
was compelled to recognize human 
mortality. Thus he realises the truth and 
wisdom had suddenly dawned on him.

Section - 2 
34.  The grandmother accompanied the author to school in 

order to make him study the lessons and also get herself 
to read the scriptures inside a temple. Here,  the school 
was attached to the temple.

35.  Retaining her world title in 2006 by defeating 
Steluta Duta of Romania 22-7 at the Fourth World 
Championships in New Delhi was considered by 
Mary Kom as one of her greatest achievements. She 
considered it as her greatest achievement because she 
was able to win at home. 

36.  Universities are necessary for society because they 
are considered as the storehouses of knowledge and 
the nursing ground for the representatives of thought, 
wisdom and service.

Section - 3
37. Road Safety
            A report by xxx    
 Road Safety is the measure for people while using the road. 

Every year millions of people across the world died due 
to road accidents. There are various ethics and terms to be 
followed while using the road. The Common set of rules 
made up for pedestrians, cyclists, bike-riders, four-wheelers, 
etc. Pedestrians have to follow the special rules established 
for the paved surface of the road. Motorists, four-wheeler 

users and other vehicle users have to follow road signal rule. 
Speed can be dangerous for life; the statement implies that 
moving vehicles on uncontrollable speed can be a reason for 
the accident.

38. (1) Set up your ironing board. 
 (2) Turn your iron onto the correct setting. 
 (3) Start off with the collar.
 (4) Move onto the sleeves.
 (5) Turn the back of your shirt.
 (6) Flip the shirt over and work on the front.
39. 

To : shivkumar@gmail.com 

Sub : Wishing note 

Dear Brother, 
      I wish you a very happy birthday dear 
brother.  On this happy occasion, I pray to God 
that you get your hearty desires fulfilled and 
May you succeed in each and every field of life.

With love, 
XXX.

40.  2 P.M      
    12-5-2022
 Dear sister, 
 I would like to remind your coaching class in the 

evening after school hours.
 ZZZ

Part - IV
41. (a)  Mary Kom was an Indian Woman Boxer with an 

Olympic medal. She was a five-time champion of 
World Amateur Boxing. She owns the record of being 
the single and the only woman to earn a medal in 6 
world championships. She won a Bronze Medal in 
London Olympics in 2012. In the flyweight category 
of World Rankings - ALBA, she stood at the 4th 
position. She is Padma Bhushan Awardee and has won 
uncountable awards till date. There were a number of 
other international level championships in Taiwan, 
Vietnam, Denmarks and so on. But it was retaining 
her world title in 2006 by defeating Steluta Duta of 
Romania 22-7 at the Fourth World Championships in 
New Delhi that she considered as one of the greatest 
achievements, as she was able to win at home. With 
the hat-trick of world championship wins, the media 
christened her “Queen of Boxing” and “Magnificent 
Mary”.

(OR)
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7. If A = {(x, y); y = sin x, x ∈R} and B ={(x, y); y = cosx,  
x ∈R} then(A∩B) contains :
(a) cannot be determined 
(b) no element 
(c)	 infinitely	many	elements
(d)	 only	one	element 

8. f (x) = |x| + |x – 1 | is :
(a) discontinuous at x = 0, 1
(b) continuous at x	=	0	only
(c) continuous at x	=	1	only
(d) continuous at both x = 0 and x = 1

9. If 2nC3 : 
nC3 =  11 : 1, then n is :

(a) 7 (b) 5 (c) 6 (d) 11

10. 
cos cos cos

cos cos cos
6 6 4 15 2 10

5 5 3 10
x x x

x x x
+ + +
+ +

 is equal to

(a) 2 cos x   (b) cos 2x
(c) cosx   (d) cos3x

11. Ten	 coin	 are	 tossed.	 The	 probability	 of	 getting	 at	
least 8 heads is :

(a) 
7

128
 (b) 

7
64

 (c) 
7
32

 (d) 
7

16
12. The	image	of	the	point	(2,	3)	in	the	line	y =  – x is :

(a) (3,2)   (b) (–3,–2)
(c) (–3, 2)   (d) (–2, –3)

13. 
x
x

dx-
+

æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷ò

1
1

=

(a) x +	2log	(x + 1) + c 

(b) 
1
2

1
1

2x
x

c-
+

æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷ +

(c) x	–	2log	(x + 1) + c 

(d) x -( )1
2

2
log	(x + 1) + c

Instructions : 

(1) Check the question	 paper	 for	 	 fairness	 of	 printing.	
If	 there	 is	 any	 lack	 of	 fairness,	 inform	 the	 Hall	
Supervisor	immediately.

(2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and 
pencil	to	draw	diagrams

PART - I
Note : (i) Answer all the questions. [20 × 1 = 20]
 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from 

the	 given	 four alternatives and write the 
option	code	and	the	corresponding	answer.  

1. If x = at2, y = 2at, then 
dy
dx

= 

(a) –t (b) 
1
t

 (c) –
1
t

 (d) 1 

2. If a
®

and b
®
include	 an	 angle	 120º	 and	 their	

magnitudes	are	2, 3 and, then a
®

. b
®

is equal to

(a) 
- 3

2
 (b) 3  (c) – 3  (d) 2

3. If a b
® ®
+ = 60, a b

® ®
- = 40 and b

®
 = 46, then a

®
 is :

(a) 32 (b) 42 (c) 12 (d) 22

4. lim
x

x xa b
x®¥

-
=

(a) 
a
b
	 	 	 (b)	 log	ab

(c)	 log a
b
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷ 	 	 	 (d)	 log b

a
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

5. If A is	a	square	matrix,	then	which	of	the	following	
is	not	symmetric	:
(a) A – AT   (b) A + AT

(c) AAT   (d) AT A
6. If the function f : [–3,3] →S	defined	by	f (x) = x 2 is 

onto, then S is :
(a) [0,9]   (b) [–9,9] 
(c) R   (d) [–3,3]
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14. 
dx
ex -ò 1

=

(a)	 log	(ex +	1)	–	log	(ex) + c
(b)	 log	(ex)	–	log	(ex – 1) + c
(c)	 log	(ex)	+	log	(ex – 1) + c
(d) log		(ex –	1)–	log	(ex) + c

15. If A + I =
3 2
4 1

-é

ë
ê

ù

û
ú , then (A + I) (A – I) is equal to :

(a) 
- -
- -
é

ë
ê

ù

û
ú

5 4
8 9

  (b) 
- -

-
é

ë
ê

ù

û
ú

5 4
8 9

(c) 
-
-
é

ë
ê

ù

û
ú

5 4
8 9

   (d) 
5 4
8 9
é

ë
ê

ù

û
ú

16. 
1
80

3
80cos º sin º

- =

(a) 4 (b) 2  (c) 3  (d) 2

17. If y =
1
a z-

, then 
dz
dy

is ;

(a) – (z + a)2   (b) (a – z)2

(c) –(z – a)2   (d) (z + a)2

18. The value of 
1
2

1
4

1
6! ! !

+ +  + ... is :

(a) 
e

e

2 1
2
-

   (b) 
e

e

2 1
2
+

(c) 
( )e

e
+1
2

2
   (d) 

( )e
e
-1
2

2

19. 23 5x dx+ò =

(a) 
2
3 2

3 5x
c

+

+
log

  (b) 
3 23 5

2

x
c

+( )
+

log

(c) 
2

2 3 5

3 5x

x
c

+

+
+

log( )
 (d) 

2
2 3

3 5x
c

+

+
log

20. The	slope	of	the	line	which	makes	an	angle	45º	with	
the line 3x – y = – 5 are :

(a) 2, -
1
2

 (b) 1, –1 (c) 
1
2

, –2 (d) 1, 
1
2

PART - II
Note : Answer	any seveN questions.
 Question number 30 	is	compulsory. 7 × 2 = 14

21. Resolve the rational expression
1

2 2x a-
 into partial 

fractions.

22. If 
1
7

1
8 9! ! !

+ =
A
,	then	find	the	value	of	A.

23. Find	the	coefficient	of	x5 in the expansion of x
x

+æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

1
3

17
.

24. Find	 the	 equation	 of	 the	 straight	 line,	 if	 the	
perpendicular	from	the	origin	makes	an	angle	of	120º	
with x	-	axis	and	the	length	of	the	perpendicular	from	
the	origin	is	6	units.

25. Consider the function f (x) = x , x ≥ 0. Does f(x) exist?

26. Calculate lim
x

x x
x®

- +
-

æ

è
ç

ö

ø
÷3

2 5 6
3

.

27. Integrate	(1	+	x2) –1 with respect to x.

28. Evaluate : 
1

2 2sin cosx xò dx

29. If	two	coins	are	tossed	simultaneously,	then	find	the	
probability	of	getting	at	the	most	two	tails.

30. Differentiate xx with respect to x.

PART - III
Note : Answer	any seveN questions.
 Question number 40		is	compulsory. 7 × 3 = 21

31. Find	the	range	of	f (x) =
1

1 3- cos x
 .

32. In	how	many	ways	5	boys	and	4	girls	can	be	seated	in	
a	row,	so	that	no	two	girls	are	together?

33. If a1, a2, a3, .... an	 is	a	geometric	progression,	 then	
prove	that	every	term	ak (k	>	1)	is	the	geometric	mean	
of its immediate predecessor ak –1 and immediate 
successor ak + 1.

34. Area	 of	 the	 triangle	 formed	 by	 a	 line	 with	 the	
coordinate axes is 36 square units. Find the equation 
of	the	line	if	the	perpendicular	drawn	from	the	origin	
to	the	line	makes	an	angle	of	45º	with	positive	of	the	
x axis.

35. Find the value of the product ; 
log log

log log

log log

log log
3 4

3 4

2

3 3

64 3
8 9

3 3

4 4
´

g

36. Find	the	second	derivative	of	log	(logx) with respect to x.

37. Integrate	
x

x

15

321+
with respect to x.

38. Show that a b c b c a c a b
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®
´ + + ´ + + ´ + =( ) ( ) ( ) 0 . 

39. Does the limit of the function 
sin
| |

x
x

exist when x → 0? 
State	reasons	for	your	answer.

40. If a sin2θ + b cos2 θ= c, show that tan2 θ = 
c b
a c
-
-

.
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PART - IV
Note : Answer	the	following questions. 7 × 5 = 35

41. (a)  If f , g : R → R	are	defined	as	f (x) = |x| + x and  
g (x) = |x| – x,	find	gof and fog.

 (OR)
 (b)  In	 the	set	Z	of	 integers,	define	mRn	if	m – n is 

a multiple of 12. Prove that R is an equivalence 
relation.

42. (a)  Find all the value of x	that	satisfy	the	inequality	
2 3
2 4

0x
x x

-
- -

<
( )( )

.

(OR)

 (b)  If A + B + C = 
p
2

 prove that cos 2A + cos 2B +  

cos 2C = 1 + 4sin A sin B sin C. 
43. (a)		In	any	triangle	ABC,	prove	that	

cos sinB C A-æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷ =

+
2 2

b c
a

.

 (OR)

 (b)  Find the value of 1263 correct to two decimal 
places.

44. (a)		By	the	principle	of	mathematical	induction,	prove	
that, for n ≥ 1

  12 + 32 + 52 + ... + (2n – 1)2 = 
n n n( )( )2 1 2 1

3
- +

 (OR)
 (b)  Show that the equation 9x2 – 24xy + 16y2 – 12x 

+ 16y – 12 = 0 represents a pair of parallel lines. 
Find the distance between them. 

45. (a) Show that 

      

2

2

2

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

bc a c b

c ca b a

b a ab c

-

-

-

= 
a b c
b c a
c a b

2

(OR)
 (b)  If ABCD is a quadrilateral and E and F are the 

midpoints	of	AC	and	BD,	respectively,	prove	that	

        AB AD CB CD EF
® ® ® ® ®

+ + + = 4
46. (a)		Find	 the	 points	 of	 discontinuity	 of	 the	 function	 

f, where f (x) = 
4 5 3
4 5 3

x x
x x
+ £
- >

ì
í
î

;
;

.

(OR)

 (b) If y = 
sin-

-

1

21

x

x
, show that (1 – x2)y2 – 3xy1 – y = 0. 

47. (a)  Integrate	
5 2

2 2 2
x
x x
-

+ +
with respect to x.

(OR)
	 (b)		There	 are	 two	 identical	 urns	 containing	

respectively	6	black	and	4	red	balls,	2	black	and	
2 red balls. An urn is chosen at random and a ball 
is	drawn	from	it.	Find	the	probability	that	the	ball	
is black.

ANsWeRs
pARt - I

1. (b) 
1
t

2. (c) – 3

3. (d) 22

4. (c) log a
b
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

5. (a) A – AT 
6. (a) [0, 9]

7. (c)	 infinitely	many	elements 
8. (d) continuous at both x = 0 and x = 1
9. (c) 6
10. (a) 2 cosx

11. (a) 
7

128

12. (b) (–3, –2)
13. (c) x	–	2log	(x + 1) + c
14. (d)	 log	(ex –	1)	–	log	(ex) + c

15. (b) 
- -

-
é

ë
ê

ù

û
ú

5 4
8 9

16. (a) 4 17. (b) (a – z)2

18. (d) 
( )e

e
-1
2

2
 19. (a) 

2
3 2

3 5x
c

+

+
log

20. (c) 
1
2

, –2

pARt  - II

21.  1
2 2x − a

 = 
1

( )( )x x− +a a

  Let
1

( )( )x x− +a a  = 
A B
x a x a−

+
+
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 ⇒  1 = A (x + a) + B (x – a) ...(1)
	 Putting	x = a	in	(1)	we	get,

  1 = A(2a) ⇒ A = 
1

2a
	 Putting	x = – a	in	(1)	we	get,

  1 = B (–2a) ⇒ B = – 1
2a

  ∴ 1
2 2x − a

 = 

1
2

1
2 1

2
1

2
a

x a
a

x a a x a a x a−
−

+
=

−
−

+
      

( ) ( )

   = 

1
2

1
2 1

2
1

2
a

x a
a

x a a x a a x a−
−

+
=

−
−

+
      

( ) ( )

22.  
A

9 8 7´ ´ !
 = 

1
7

1
8 7! !

+
´

  Therefore,
1
7!

×
A

9 8´
 = 

1
7

1 1
8!

´ +é
ëê

ù
ûú

 

	 Equivalently,	
A
72

= 
9
8
,	which	imply	A	=	81.

23. In x
x

+æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

1
3

17

 n = 17, x = x, a = 
1
3x

	 So	the	general	term	is
  Tr + 1 = nCr x

n – r ar

   = 17Cr x
17 – r 

1
3x

r
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

   = 17Cr x
17 – r x –3r

   = 17Cr x
17 –r x –3r

   = 17Cr x
17 –4r .... (1)

	 To	find	the	coefficient	of	x5,
  Put 17 – 4r = 5
  17 – 5 = 4r
  12 = 4r ; r = 3
	 Putting	r	=	3	in	(1)	we	get
  T4 = 17C3 x

17 – 12

   = 17C4 x
5

 Coefficient	of	x5 is 17C4
24. Given α	=	120º	and	P	=	6
	 Equation	of	the	straight	line	in	normal	form	is
 x cos α  + y sin α = P
 x	cos	120º	+	y	sin	120º	=	 6
 x	cos	(90º	+	30º)	+	y	sin	(90º	+	30º)	=	6

 – x	sin	30º	+	y	cos	30º		=	6	–	x 1
2

æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷  + y 

3
2

  = 6

 – x + 3 y = 12

25. lim
x

x
→ +0

 = 0  
f x x( ) =

y

x

 lim
x

x
→ −0

 does not exist

	 \ lim ( )
x

f x
→0

does not exists

26. lim ( )( )
x

x x
x®

- -
-3

3 2
3

 = 1 

27. 1 2 1
+( )∫

−
x dx = 

1
1 2+∫ x

dx  = tan–1x + c

28. 
1

2 2sin cosx x
dxò  = 

sin cos
sin cos

2 2

2 2
x x
x x

dx+
ò

 = 
1 1

2 2cos sinx
dx

x
dx+ò ò

 =  sec2 2xdx dx+ òò cosec = tan x – cot x + c

29. Let	B	be	the	event	of	getting	atmost	two	tails
 ∴ B	 =	{HH.	HT,	TH,	TT}

 ∴ n(B) = 4

 ∴ P(B) = 
n
n

B
S

( )
( )

= 4
4

 = 1

30.  y = xx

	 log	y = x log	x

 Differentiate
1
y
dy
dx

 = x + 
1
x
+	log	x

 
1
y
dy
dx

	 =	1	+	log	x ⇒ 
1
y
dy
dx

= xx (1	+	log	x)

pARt  - III

31. –1 ≤ cos x ≤  1
 ⇒ 3 ≥ –3 cos x ≥ –3
 ⇒ –3 ≤ –3 cos x ≥ 3
 ⇒ 1 – 3 ≤ 1 – 3 cos x ≤ 1 + 3
	 Thus	we	get	–2	≤ 1 – 3 cos x and 1 – 3 cos x ≤ 4.

	 By	taking	reciprocals,	we	get	
1

1 3- cos x
≤ -

1
2

 and

  
1

1 3- cos x
 ≥

1
4

.

 Hence	the	range	of	f is -¥ -æ
è
ç

ù
ûú
È ¥æ
è
ç

ù
ûú

, ,1
2

1
4
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Instructions : 

(1) Check the question	 paper	 for	 	 fairness	 of	 printing.	
If	 there	 is	 any	 lack	 of	 fairness,	 inform	 the	 Hall	
Supervisor	immediately.

(2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and 
pencil	to	draw	diagrams

PART - I
Note : (i)  Answer all the questions. [20 × 1 = 20]
 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the 

given	 four	 alternatives	 and	 write	 the	 option	
code	and	the	corresponding	answer.

1. The solution of 5x – 1 < 24 and 5x + 1 > – 24 is
(1) (4, 5)   (2) (–5, –4)
(3) (–5, 5)   (4) (–5, 4)

2. If two sets A and B have 17 elements in common, 
then the number of elements common to the set  
A × B and B × A is
(1) 217   (2) 172

(3)	 34	 	 	 (4)	 Insufficient	data
3. The	 number	 of	 relations	 on	 a	 set	 containing	 3	

elements is
(1) 9 (2) 81 (3) 512 (4) 1024

4. The	range	of	the	function	 1
1 2− sin x

 is :

(1) (–∞, –1)∪ 1
3

,∞



  (2) −



1 1

3
,

(3) 1 1
3

, −





   (4) (–∞, –1]∪ 1
3

,∞





5. If n ((A × B) ∩ (A × C)) = 8 and n (B ∩ C) = 2 then, 
n (A) is

(1) 6 (2) 4 (3) 8 (4) 16

6. The	value	of	log3 
1
81

is

(1) –2 (2) –8 (3) –4 (4) –9
7. The	value	of	loga b	logb c	logc a is

(1) 2 (2) 1 (3) 3 (4) 4

8. 
1
80

3
80cos sin°

−
°

 =

(1) 2  (2) 3  (3) 2 (4) 4

9. If cos 28° + sin 28° = k3 then, cos 17° is equal to

(1) 
k 3

2
 (2) −

k 3

2
 (3) ±

k 3

2
 (4) −

k 3

3
10. The sum up to n terms of the series 

 2 8 18 32+ + +  +... is

(1) 
n n( )+1

2
   (2) 2n (n + 1)

(3) 
n n( )+1

2
   (4) 1

11. The product of r	 consecutive	 positive	 integers	 is	
divisible	by
(1) r!   (2) (r – 1)!
(3) (r + 1)!   (4) rr

12. There are 10 points in a plane and 4 of them are collinear. 
The	number	of	straight	lines	joining	any	two	points	is

(1) 45 (2) 40 (3) 39 (4) 38
13. The nth term of the sequence 1, 2, 4, 7, 11, ....is

(1) n3 + 3n2 + 2n  (2) n3 – 3n2 + 3n

(3) 
n n n( ) ( )+ +1 2

3
 (4) 

n n2 2
2

− +

14. In	3	fingers,	 the	number	of	ways	 four	 rings	can	be	
worn	is	______	ways.
(1) 43 –1 (2) 34 (3) 68 (4) 64

15. The	slope	of	the	line	which	makes	an	angle	45°	with	
the line 3x – y = – 5 are

(1) 1, – 1   (2) 
1
2

, – 2

(3)  1, 
1
2

   (4) 2, −
1
2
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16. The intercepts of the perpendicular bisector of the 
line	segment	joining	(1,	2)	and	(3,	4)	with	co-ordinate	
axis are 
(1) (5, –5)   (2) (5, 5)
(3) (5, 3)   (4) (5, –4)

17. Given n (A) = 7, n (B) = 8 and n (A∪B)	=	10	find	 
n [P(A∩B)]
(1) 30 (2) 16 (3) 32 (4) 64

18. If one root of the equation x2 + k	=	0	is	negative	of	
the	other	then	find	k.
(1) (2, –3)   (2) (3, –3)
(3) (3, 3)   (4) (–4, 3)

19. If sin θ = 
3
5
then	find	cot	θ

(1) 
3
4

 (2) 
4
5

 (3) 
4
3

 (4) 
5
3

20. If 10Pr = 720 then the value of r is
(1) 4 (2) 3 (3) 1 (4) 2

PART - II
Note :  Answer any seven	questions.	Question	No.	30 is 

compulsory. 7 × 2 = 14
21. If n(A ∩ B) = 3 and n(A ∪	 B)	 =	 10,	 then	 find	 

n (P(A D B))
22. Suppose	that	120	students	are	studying	in	4	sections 

of eleventh standard in a school. Let A denote the 
set of students and B denote the set of the sections. 
Define	a	relation	from	A	to	B	as	“x related to y if the 
student x belongs	 to	 the	 section	y”. Is this relation 
a	 function?	 What	 can	 you	 say	 about	 the	 inverse	
relation?	Explain	your	answer.

23. Solve – 2x ≥ 9 when x is a natural number.
24. Construct the quadratic equation with roots 7 and –3.
25. Prove that sin (45° + θ) – sin (45° – θ) = 2  sin θ.

26. Determine the value of x + y if 
2 4
5 7 4
x y x
x x

+
−









   

= 
7 7 13

6
y

y x
−
+











27. Write	 the	first	 six	 terms	of	 the	 sequence	whose	nth 

term an = n n
n n

+



1 ;
;

is is odd
if is even

28. Find	 the	 equation	 of	 the	 line	 passing	 through	 the	
point (1, 1) with slope 3.

29. Show that the lines are 3x + 2y + 9 = 0 and 
12x + 8y – 15 = 0 are parallel lines.

30. Find	 the	 equation	 of	 the	 line	 passing	 through	 the	
point	 (5,	 2)	 and	 perpendicular	 to	 the	 line	 joining	 
(2, 3) and (3, – 1).

PART - III
Note :  Answer any seven	questions.	Question	No.	40 is 

compulsory. .7 × 3 = 21

31. If the roots of the equation (q – r) x2 + (r – p) x + p – 
q = 0 are equal, then show that p, q and r are in A.P.

32. If one root of k (x – 1)2 = 5x – 7 is double the other 
root, show that k = 2 or k = – 25.

33. Prove that f(x) = 2x2 + 3x – 5 is continuous at all 
points in R.

34. ex sec x (1 + tan x)

35. Prove that : cot (A + B) = 
cot
cot

A cot B 1
A + cot B

−

36. How	many	strings	can	be	formed	using	the	letters	of	
the word LOTUS if the word either starts with L or 
Ends with S?

37. If nPr = 11880 and nCr	=	495,	find	n and r.
38. Find 10013 approximately.	 (Corrected	 to	 two	

decimal places)
39. Find	the	equation	of	the	straight	line	passing	through	

(8,	3)	and	having	intercepts	whose	sum	is	1.
40. A committee of 7 has to be formed from 9 men and 

4	women.	In	how	many	ways	can	this	be	done	when	
the	committee	consists	exactly	3	women?

PART - IV
Note : Answer all	the	following questions. 7 × 5 = 35
41. (a) Write the values of  f  at −3, 5, 2, −1,0 if 

  f (x) = 

x x x

x x x

x x

x

2

2

2

2

5 0

3 2 3
0 2

3

+ − ∈ −∞

+ − ∈ ∞
∈

−

; ( , )
; ( , )
; ( , )
;

if
if
if

if  otherrwise










 (OR)

 (b)  Prove that 
cot( )sin( ) cos( )

sin( ) tan( ) ( )
180 90

270 360
+ − −

+ − +
θ θ θ

θ θ θcosec
 

= cos2θ cot θ

42. (a) Resolve into partial fractions 
2
1 12

x
x x( )( )+ −

.

(OR)
 (b)  A committee of 7 people has to be formed from 

8	men	and	4	women.	In	how	many	ways	can	
this be done when the committee consists of

	 	 i)	 exactly	3	women
  ii) atleast 3 women
  iii) atmost 3 women
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43. (a)  If a, b, c	are	 in	geometric	progression,	and	 if	

a b cx y z
1 1 1

= = , then prove that x, y,  z are in 
arithmetic	progression. 

(OR)

 (b) Prove that : sin 4α = 4 tan α 
1

1

2

2 2
−

+
tan

( tan )
α

α
.

44. (a)  Find the equation of the locus of a point such 
that the sum of the squares of the distance from 
the points (3, 5), (1,–1) is equal to 20.

(OR)
 (b)  Five	mangoes	and	4	apples	are	 in	a	box.	 If	

two	 fruits	 are	 chosen	 at	 random,	 find	 the	
probability	 that	 (i)	 one	 is	 a	mango	 and	 the	
other is an apple (ii) both are of the same 
variety.

45. (a)	 	By	 the	 principle	 of	 Mathematical	 induction,	
prove that n ≥ 1 

  1.2 + 2.3 + 3.4 + ... + n(n + 1) = 
n n n( )( )+ +1 2

3(OR)

 (b)  If a2 + b2 = 7ab	 show	 that	 log	 a b+
=

3
1
2

 

= a b+
=

3
1
2
(log	a	+	log	b) 

46. (a)  Show that the equation 2x2 – xy – 3y2 – 6x  
+ 19y	–	20	=	0	represents	a	pair	of	intersecting	
lines.	Show	further	that	the	angle	between	them	
is tan–1 (5).

(OR)

 (b)  Prove that x x33 336 3+ − + is	approximately	

equal to 
1
2x

when x	is	sufficiently	large.

47. (a) Prove that : 
sin sin
cos cos

4 2
4 2

x x
x x

+
+

= tan 3x.

(OR)

 (b)  Resolve into partial fraction 
1

1 92( )( )x x− −



ANsWeRs
PART - I

1. (3) (–5, 5) 

2. (2) 172

3. (3) 512

4. (4) (–∞, –1]∪ 1
3

,∞





5. (2) 4 
6. (3) – 4
7. (2) 1 
8. (4) 4

9. (1) 
k 3

2

10. (3) 
n n( )+1

2
11. (1) r!

12. (2) 40

13. (4) 
n n2 2

2
− +

14. (4) 64 

15. (2) 
1
2

, – 2

16. (2) (5, 5)

17. (3) 32

18. * k = – 9

19. (3) 
4
3

20. (2) 3
PART - II

21. We know that n(A ∪ B) = n(A – B) + n(B – A) + 
n(A ∩ B) if A and B are not disjoint.

 ⇒ n(A – B) + n(B – A) = n(A ∪ B) – n(A ∩ B)
 ⇒ n(A D B) = 10 – 3
 ⇒ ∴ n(A D B) = 7
  ∴n[P(A D B)] = 27 = 128.
22. Given n(A) = 120, n(B) = 4

1
2
3
4
.
.
.
.

120

P

Q

R

S

A B

 xRy is the student x belongs	to	the	section	y.
	 	This	relation	is	a	function	since	every	student	of	set	A	

will be mapped on to some section in B.
 ∴ f is a function from A → B.
 The inverse relation is f –1: B → A.
  The inverse relation is not a function since one 

section will have more than one student.
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1. Which graph represents uniform acceleration?

a) 
s

t

   b) 
s

t

c) 
s

t

   d) 
s

t

2. A body of mass 5 kg is thrown up vertically with a kinetic 
energy of 1000 J. If acceleration due to gravity is 10 ms–2, 
find the height at which the kinetic energy becomes half 
of the original value.
a) 10 m b) 20 m c) 50 m d) 100 m

3. The process in which heat transfer is by actual movement 
of molecules in fluids such as liquids and gases is called :
a) Thermal conductivity 
b) Convection
c) Conduction  
d) Radiation

4. If the temperature of the wire is increased, then the Young’s 
Modulus will :
a) increase rapidly
b) increase by very small amount
c) remain the same d) decrease

5. The amplitude and time period of a simple pendulum 
bob are 0.05 m and 2 s respectively. Then the maximum 
velocity of the bob is :
a) 0.157 ms–1  b) 0.257 ms–1

c) 0.10 ms–1    d) 0.025 ms–1

6. When a car takes a sudden left turn on a curved road, 
passengers are pushed towards the right due to :
a) absence of inertia b)  inertia of direction
c)  inertia of motion d)  inertia of rest

7. A closed cylindrical container is partially filled with water. 
As the container rotates in a horizontal plane about a 
perpendicular bisector, its moment of inertia :
a) remains constant
b) depends on the direction of rotation
c) increase   d) decreases

8. Which of the following represents a wave?

a) 
1
x vt+

   b) sin (x + vt)

c) (x – vt)3   d) x(x + vt)
9. Which of the following pairs of physical quantities have 

the same dimensions?
a) Torque and Power b) Force and Torque
c) Force and Power  d) Torque and Energy

10. If the internal energy of an ideal gas U and volume V are 
doubled, then the pressure of the gas :
a) halves   b) quadruples
c) doubles    d) remains same

11. For a satellite moving in an orbit around the earth, the 
ratio of kinetic energy to potential

a) 2 b) 2  c) 
1
2

 d) 
1
2

12. If the distance between the Earth and Sun is twice its 
present value, the number of days in a year will be :
a) 730 b) 1032 c) 64.5 d) 182.5

13. If the linear momentum of the object is increased by 0.1%, 
then the kinetic energy is increased by :
a) 0.4% b) 0.01% c) 0.1% d) 0.2%

14. What is the angular displacement made by a particle after 
5 s, when it starts from rest with an angular acceleration 
0.2 rad s–2?
a) 4 rad b) 1 rad c) 2.5 rad d) 5 rad

15. In an isochoric process, find which is relevant among the 
following :
a) ΔU = 0   b) ΔT = 0 
c) W = 0   d) Q = 0

Part - II
Answer any six questions in which question number 
24 is compulsory : (6 × 2 = 12)
16. Write any two errors of systematic errors. Explain them.
17. what is projectile? Give two examples.
18. State Newton’s Second Law of Motion

11th
STD.

Public Exam modEl QuEstion PaPEr 1
Register Number

Time : 3.00 Hours                                                       Marks : 70

 Physics

(with Answers)

Physics

125 

Instructions : 
1) Check the question paper for  fairness of printing. If 

there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall Supervisor 
Immediately.

2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil 
to draw diagrams

Part - I
Note :  (1)  Answer all the questions.  (15 × 1 = 15)
 (ii) Choose the most appropriate answer from the given 

four alternatives and write the option code and 
the corresponding answer.
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19. A car takes turn with the velocity 50 ms–1 on a circular 
road of radius of curvature 10m. Calculate the centrifugal 
force experienced by a person of mass 60 kg inside the car.

20. Why is it more difficult to revolve a stone tied to a longer 
string than a stone tired to a shorter string?

21. State Stefan – Boltzmann Law and write its expression.
22. List the factors affecting Brownian motion.
23. “Soldiers are not allowed to march on a bridge”. Give 

reason.
24. The surface tension of a soap solution is 0.03Nm–1. How 

much work is done in producing soap bubble of radius 
0.05m?

Part - III
Answer any six questions in which question number 
33 is compulsory: (6 × 3 = 18)

25. What is the torque of the force F
� � � �= − +3 2 4i j k acting at a 

point r i j k
� � � �= + +2 3 5 about the origin?

26. What are the various types of friction? Suggest few 
methods to reduce friction.

27. A heavy body and a light body have same momentum. 
Which one of them has more kinetic energy and why?

28. Find the rotational kinetic energy of a ring of mass 9 kg 
and radius 3m rotating with 240 rpm about an axis passing 
through its centre and perpendicular to its plane.

29. What do you mean by the term weightlessness? Explain 
the state of weightlessness of a freely falling body.

30. Derive an expression for the terminal velocity of a sphere 
falling through a viscous liquid.

31. Explain linear expansion of solid.
32. Write down any six postulates of kinetic theory of gases.
33. Two waves of wavelength 99 cm and 100 cm both travelling 

with the velocity of 396 ms–1 are made to interfere. 
Calculate the number of beats produced b them per sec.

Part - IV
Answer all the questions:  (5 × 5 = 25)
34. (a) Derive the expression for centripetal acceleration.

(OR)
 (b)  State and prove Bernolulli’s Theorem for a flow of 

incompressible, non-viscous and streamlined flow of 
liquid.

35. (a) Prove the law of conservation of momentum. Use it to 
find the recoil velocity of a gun when a bullet is fired 
from it.

(OR)
 (b) Derive the work done in an adiabatic process.
36. (a) What do you mean by propagation of errors? Explain 

propagation of errors in division of two quantities.
(OR)

 (b) How will you determine the velocity of sound using 
resonance air column apparatus?

37. (a) Derive Meayer’s relation for an ideal gas.
(OR)

 (b) Explain the horizontal oscillations of a spring.
38. (a) (i)  Write down the equation of a freely falling body 

under gravity.
  (ii)  A ball is thrown vertically upwards with the speed 

of 19.6 ms–1 from the top of a building and reaches 
the earth in 6 s. Find the height of the building.

(OR)
 (b) (i)  Define orbital velocity and establish an expression 

for it.
  (ii)  Calculate the value of orbital velocity for an 

artificial satellite of earth orbiting at a height of 
1000 km (Mass of the earth = 6 × 1024 kg, radius 
of the earth = 6400 km).



ANSWERS

Part - I

1.  (c) 

s

t
2.  (a)  10 m
3.  (b)  Convection
4.  (d)  decrease
5.  (a)  0.157 ms–1

6.  (b)  inertia of direction
7.  (c)  increase
8.  (b)  sin (x + vt)
9.  (d)  Torque and Energy
10.  (d)  remains same
11.  (c)  1

2
12.  (b)  1032
13.  (a)  0.2 %
14.  (c)  2.5 rad
15.  (a)  W = 0

Part - II
16.  (i)  Instrumental errors : It arises when an 

instrument is not calibrated properly at the time 
of manufacturer. It can be corrected by choosing 
accurate instruments.

 (ii)  Personal errors : These errors are due to 
individuals performing the experiment, may be 
due to incorrect initial setting up of the experiment 
or carelessness of the individual making the 
observation due to improper precautions.
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17. When an object is thrown in the air with some initial 
velocity (NOT just upwards), and then allowed to move 
under the action of gravity alone, the object is known as a 
projectile.
Example : 
1.  An object dropped from window of a moving train.
2.  A bullet fired from a rifle.
3.  A ball thrown in any direction.

18. The force acting on an object is equal to the rate of change 
of its momentum.

 F
→

→
→

= =d p
dt

ma

19. Velocity v   =  50 ms–1

Radius of curvature r  =  10 m
 Mass m   =  60 kg

F = 
mv
r

2 60 50 50
10

150000
10

= × × =

\F  = 15,000 N.
20. (i) It is more difficult to revolve a stone tied to a longer 

string than a stone tied to a shorter string because 
in a shorter string the tension and the stones weight 
will be equal and opposite to each other. i.e. the 
string will be stiff enough (i.e. in balanced state) as 
we started revolving it. 

 (ii) But when we revolve the stone using a lengthy string, 
the weight of the stone will not be equal to the 
tension produced in the string i.e. they don’t balance 
due to which the string is not stiff. 

 (iii) Also the tension is not sufficient enough to make a 
proper revolution.

21. Stefan-Boltzmann law states that the total amount of 
heat radiated per second per unit area of a black body is 
directly proportional to the fourth power of its absolute 
temperature.

 E a T4 or E = σ T4 
 where σ is known as Stefan’s constant. Its value is  

5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 k−4.
22. (i)  Brownian motion increases with increasing 

temperature.
 (ii) Brownian motion decreases with bigger particle size, 

high viscosity and density of the liquid (or) gas.
23. (i)  Soliders are not allowed to march on a bridge. The 

reason behind this is resonance. 
 (ii) If the frequency of soliders marching an a bridge, 

equals the frequency of vibration of bridge, then 
the displacement of the bridges movement will be 
maximum resulting what we call as as Resonance.

 (iii) Due to this resonance the bridge may get broken or 
get dameged.

24. Given : Surface Tension, T = 0.03 N/m
 Work, W = ?
 radius of Soap bubble, r  = 0.05 m
 Formula : (F) Force × radius (r) 
     = 4(Surface Tension T × Area A)

    F × r  =  4 TA
    (W) work  = 4T (πr2)
    W  = 4T (πr2)
 W  = 4 × 0.03 × 3.14 × 0.05 × 0.05  =  0.000942 J
 W   = 9.42 × 10–4 J

Part - III

25.  r i j k
→ → → →

= + +2 3 5

 F
→ → → →

= − +3 2 4i j k

 

τ
→

→ → →

=

−

i j k
2 3 5
3 2 4

 = i
→

(12 + 10) –  j
→

(8 – 15) + k
→

(–4 –9)

 = 22 i
→

 – 7 j
→

 – 13 k
→

26.  Various types of friction : There are two kinds of friction.
(i)  Static Friction : Static friction is the force which 

opposes the initiation of motion of an object on the 
surface.  The magnitude of static frictional before fs 
lies between 

 0 ≤  fs  ≤  μsN
 where μs is the coefficient of static friction.
 N is normal force exerted by the surface on the body.
(ii)  Kinetic Friction : If the external force acting on the 

object is greater than maximum static friction, the 
objects begin to slide. When an object slides, the 
surface exerts a frictional force called kinetic friction 

fk
→

 (also called sliding friction or dynamic friction).
  fk  =  μk N
 where μk is the coefficient of kinetic friction and N 

the normal force exerted by the surface on the object,
 Methods to reduce friction :-
 (i) By polishing the surface 
 (ii)  By lubricating 
 (iii) By using ball  bearings.

27. Light body will have more kinetic energy than the heavier 
one.

 To prove : K.EI > K. EII

 Solution : Mass and velocity of the light body - m1, v1

 Mass and Velocity of the heavier body = m2, v2

 i.e. m1 < m2

 Given : Momentum of light body = Momentum of heavier 
body

 i.e. m1v1 = m2v2 = K (constant

 v1 = 
K
m1

; v2 = 
K
m2
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Instructions : 
1) Check the question paper for  fairness of printing. If 

there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall Supervisor 
Immediately.

2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil 
to draw diagrams

Part - I
Note :  (1)  Answer all the questions.  (15 × 1 = 15)
 (ii) Choose the most appropriate answer from the given 

four alternatives and write the option code and 
the corresponding answer.

1. If an object is at rest and no external force is applied on the 
object, the static friction acting on the object is :
(a) zero   (b) μs mg 
(c) μs mg sin θ  (d) μs mg cos θ

2. Which of the following pairs of physical quantities have 
same dimension?
(a) force and power (b) torque and energy
(c) torque and power (d) force and torque

3. When a cycle tyre suddenly bursts, the air inside the tyre 
expands.  This process is : 
(a) Isothermal   (b) Adiabatic
(c) Isobaric   (d) Isochoric

4. A uniform rope having mass m hangs vertically from a 
rigid support. A transverse wave pulse is produced at the 
lower end. Which of the following plots shows the correct 
variation of speed v with height h from the lower end?

(a) 

v

o h (b) 

v

o h

(c) 

v

o h (d) 

v

o h

5. If an object is dropped from the top of a building and 
it reaches the ground at t = 4 s, then the height of the 
building is (ignoring air resistance) (g = 9.8 ms–2)
(a) 77.3 m (b) 78.4 m (c) 80.5 m (d) 79.2 m

6. A pendulum is hung in a very high building oscillates to 
and fro motion freely like a simple harmonic oscillator. If 
the acceleration of the bob is 16 ms−2 at a distance of 4 m 
from the mean position, then the time period is  
(a) 2 s  (b) 1 s  (c) 2πs (d) πs

11th
STD.

Register Number
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7. A rope is wound around a hollow cylinder of mass 3 kg 
and radius 40 cm. What is the angular acceleration of the 
cylinder if the rope is pulled with a force 30 N?
(a) 0.25 rad s–2  (b) 25 rad s–2

(c) 5 ms–2   (d) 25 ms–2

8. If a particle executes uniform circular motion, choose the 
correct statement 
(a) The velocity and speed are constant
(b) The acceleration and speed are constant.
(c) The velocity and acceleration are constant.
(d) The speed and magnitude of acceleration are constant.

9. In stationary waves, the distance between a node and its 
neighbouring anti-node is :

(a) 
λ
4

 (b) 
λ
2

 (c) 3
4
λ   (d) λ

10. An object of mass 10 kg is hanging on a spring scale which 
is attached to the roof of a lift. If the lift is in free fall, the 
reading in the spring scale is :
(a) 98 N (b) Zero (c) 49 N (d) 9.8 N

11. In a horizontal pipe of non-uniform cross section, 
water flows with a velocity of 1 ms–1 at a point where 
the diameter of the pipe is 20 cm. The velocity of water  
(1.5 ms–1) at a point where the diameter of the pipe is (in cm)

(a) 8 (b) 16 (c) 24 (d) 32
12. A ball of mass 1 kg and another of mass 2 kg are dropped 

from a tall building whose height is 80 m. After a fall of 
40 m each towards Earth, their respective kinetic energies 
will be in the ratio of 
(a) 2 1:  (b) 1 2:  (c) 2 : 1 (d) 1 : 2

13. A particle of mass m is moving with speed u in a direction 
which makes 60° with respect to x 
axis. It undergoes elastic collision 
with the wall. What is the change 
in momentum in x and y direction?
(a) Δpx = −mu; Δpy = 0

(b) Δpx = −2mu; Δpy = 0

(c) Δpx = 0; Δpy = mu 

(d) Δpx = mu; Δpy = 0

14. A book is at rest on the table which exerts a normal force 
on the book. If this force is considered as reaction force, 
what is the action force according to Newton’s third law?
(a) Gravitational force exerted by Earth on the book 
(b) Gravitational force exerted by the book on Earth
(c) Normal force exerted by the book on the table 
(d) None of the above

60º

v
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15. ge and gp donote the acceleration due to gravity in the 
Earth and a planet.  The mass and radius of the planet are 
twice that of the Earth. Then _______.

(a) gp =  
ge

2
   (b) gp = 2ge 

(c) gp = ge     (d) gp = 
ge

2
Part - II

Note: Answer any six questions. Q.No 24 is compulsory.
  (6 × 2 = 12)
16. Define centre of mass.
17. Write any two limitations of dimensional analysis?
18. What is meant by Escape speed in the case of the Earth?
19. A mobile phone tower transmits a wave signal of frequency 

900 MHz. Calculate the length of the waves transmitted from 
the mobile phone tower.

20. State Stefan - Boltzmann Law.
21. Define Inertia.
22. What is meant by periodic and non-periodic motion?
23. State Hooke’s Law of Elasticity.
24. Consider two trains A and B moving along parallel tracks 

with same velocity in the same direction. Let the velocity 
of each train be 50km / hr due east. Calculate the relative 
velocities of the trains.

Part - III
Note: Answer any six questions. Q. No 33 is compulsory.
 (6 × 3 = 18)
25. Show that path of a projectile is a parabola in horizontal 

projection.
26. Derive an expression for Energy of Satellite.
27. State Newton’s three laws of motion. 
28. What is meant by Gross Error? How shall we minimize it?
29. Distinguish between streamlined flow and turbulent flow.
30. An electron of mass 9.1 × 10–31 kg revolves around a nucleus 

in a circular orbit of  radius 0.53Å. What is the angular 
momentum of the electron? (Velocity of electron v = 2.2 
× 106 ms–1)

31. Derive the relation between momentum and kinetic energy.
32. State the laws of Simple Pendulum.
33. During a cyclic process, a heat engine absorbs 500 J of heat 

from a hot reservoir, does work and ejects an amount of 
heat 300 J into the surroundings (Cold reservoir). Calculate 
the efficiency of the heat engine.

Part - IV
Note: Answer all the questions.  (5 × 5 = 25)
34. (a)  Derive an expression for moment of Inertia of a rod 

about its centre and perpendicular to the axis of the rod.
(OR)

 (b)  What is a Sonometer? Give its construction and working. 
Explain how to determine the frequency of tuning fork 
using sonometer.

35. (a) Explain in detail the Triangle Law of Vector Addition. 
(OR)

 (b) Derive Poiseuille’s formula for the volume of a liquid flowing 
per second through a pipe under streanlined flow.

36. (a) Write a note on Triangulation method and radar method 
to measure larger distances.

(OR)
 (b) Explain the variation of ‘g’ with depth from the Earth’s 

surface.
37. (a)  What is Inelastic collision? Derive an expression for 

loss of kinetic energy in perfect inelastic collision.
(OR)

 (b)  Explain in detail the kinetic interpretation of temperature.
38. (a) Explain in detail about the Newton’s Law of cooling.

(OR)
 (b)  Describe the method of measuring angle of repose.



ANSWERS

Part - I
1. (a) zero
2. (b) torque and energy
3. (b) Adiabatic

4. (d) 

v

o h

5. (b) 78.4 m
6. (d) πs
7. (a) 0.25 rad s–2

8. (d) The speed and magnitude of acceleration are constant.

9. (a) 
λ
4

10. (b) Zero
11. (b) 16
12. (d) 1 : 2  
13. (a) Δpx = −mu; Δpy = 0
14. (c) Normal force exerted by the book on the table
15. (a) gp =  

ge

2
 

Part - II
16. A point where the entire mass of the body appears to be 

concentrated. This point can represent the entire body. For 
regular shaped bodies with uniform mass distribution, center 
of mass always lies at the geometrical center.

17. (i)  This method gives no information about the dimensionless 
constants in the formula like 1, 2, ……..π, e (Euler 
number), etc.

 (ii)  This method cannot decide whether the given quantity 
is a vector or a scalar.

18. The escape speed is independent of the direction  in which 
the object is thrown. Irrespective of whether the object is 
thrown vertically up, radially outwards or tangentially it 
requires the same initial speed to escape Earth’s gravity.

 This can be written as, ve = 2gRE
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19. Frequency, f = 900 MHz = 900 × 106 Hz
 The speed of wave is c = 3 × 108 ms–1

 λ = 
v
f

= ×
×

3 10
900 10

8

6  = 0.33 m

20. Stefan-Boltzmann law states that, the total amount of heat 
radiated per second per unit area  of a black body is directly 
proportional to the fourth power of its absolute temperature. 
  E a T4 or E = σ T4

where σ is known as Stefan’s constant. 
Its value is 5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 k−4

21.  The inability of objects to move on its own or change its 
state of motion is called inertia.

22. Periodic motion :  Any motion which repeats itself in a 
fixed time interval is known as periodic motion.

  Non-Periodic motion : Any motion which does not 
repeat itself after a regular interval of time is known as  
non-periodic motion.

23.  Hooke’s law is for a small deformation, when the stress and 
strain are proportional to each other. 

 Stress α Strain (i.e) 
F
A

A
L

α

24. Relative velocity of B with respect to A,
 vBA = vB – vA  = 50 km h–1 +(–50) km h–1   = 0 km h–1

  Similarly, relative velocity of A with respect to B i.e., vAB 
is also zero. Thus each train will appear to be at rest with 
respect to the other.

Part - III
25.  Consider a projectile, say a ball, thrown horizontally with 

an initial velocity u
�

 from the top of a tower of height h 
(Figure). 

 As the ball moves, it covers a horizontal distance due to its 
uniform horizontal 

y = h

O

P

A
x

u
 velocity u, and a vertical 

downward distance because 
of constant acceleration due 
to gravity g. Thus, under the 
combined effect the ball moves 
along the path OPA. The 
motion is in a 2-dimensional 
plane. Let the ball take time  
t to reach the ground at point 
A, Then the horizontal distance 
travelled by the ball is x (t) = x, and the vertical distance 
travelled is y (t) = y.

 We can apply the kinematic equations along the x direction 
and y direction separately. Since this is two-dimensional 
motion, the velocity will have both horizontal component 
ux and vertical component uy.

26. Energy of an Orbiting Satellite : The total energy of a satellite 
orbiting the Earth at a distance h from the surface of Earth 
is calculated as follows; The total energy of the satellite is 
the sum of its kinetic energy and the gravitational potential 
energy. The potential energy of the satellite is,

 U = GM M
R

s E

E +( )h−

 Here Ms - mass of the satellite, ME - mass of the Earth, 
RE - radius of the Earth.

 The kinetic energy of the satellite is

 K.E = 
1
2

 Msv2 ...(1)

 Here v is the orbital speed of the satellite and is equal to

    v = 
GM

R
E

E +( )h

 Substituting the value of v in (1), the kinetic energy of the 
satellite becomes,

 K.E = 1
2

GM M
R

E s

E +( )h
 Therefore the total energy of the satellite is 

 E = 1
2

GM M
R

GM M
R

E s

E

s E

E+( ) −
+( )h h

 E = – GM M
R

s E

E2 +( )h
 The negative sign in the total energy implies that the satellite 

is bound to the Earth and it cannot escape from the Earth.
27. (a)    Newton’s First Law :  Every object continues to be in 

the state of rest or of uniform motion (constant velocity) 
unless there is external force acting on it. 

 (b)   Newton’s Second Law : The force acting on an object 
is equal to the rate of change of its momentum

 
F
→ →

= d p
dt

 (c) Newton’s Third Law : Newton’s third law states 
that for every action there is an equal and opposite 
reaction. 

28. (i)   The error caused due to the shear carelessness of an 
observer is called gross error.

 (ii)    It can be minimized only when an observer is careful 
and mentally alert.

29. 
Streamlined flow Turbulent flow

(i) When a liquid flows such 
that each particle of the 
liquid passing through 
a point moves along the 
same path with the same 
velocity as its predecessor 
then the flow of liquid is 
said to be a streamlined 
flow.

(i) When a speed of the 
moving fluid exceeds 
the critical speed, vc 
the motion becomes 
turbulent.

(ii) The velocity of the 
particle at any point is 
constant.

(ii) The velocity changes 
both in magnitude and 
direction from particle 
to particle.

(iii) The actual path taken 
by the particle of the 
moving fluid is called 
a streamline, which is 
a curve, the tangent to 
which at any point gives 
the direction of the flow 
of the fluid at that point.

(iii) The path taken by the 
particles in turbulent 
flow becomes erratic 
and whirlpool-like 
circles called eddy 
current or eddies.
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5. ‘Formula’ of Plaster of Paris.
a) 3CaSO4.H2O  b) CaSo4.2H2O

c) 2CaSO4.2H2O d) CaSO4.
1
2

H2O

6. Rate of diffusion of a gas is:
a) directly proportional to the square root of its 

molecular weight.
b) directly proportional to its density. 
c) inversely proportional to the square root of its 

molecular weight.
d) directly proportional to its molecular weight.

7. Heat of combustion is always:
a) Zero   b) positive
c) either positive or negative
d) negative

8. For the following reversible reaction at equilibrium, 
A+B� ⇀�↽ �� C, if the concentration of the reactants A and B 
are doubled, then the equilibrium constant will:
a) be halved  b) be doubled
c) remain the same d) become one fourth 

9. The molality of a solution containing 1.8 g of glucose 
dissolved in 250g of water its:
a) 0.02 M   b) 0.2 M
c) 0.04 M   d) 0.01 M

10. Match the following:

(1) N2 molecule  (i)  Chemical bond
(2) BF3 molecule (ii)  Triple covalent bond
(3)	 HF	molecule		 (iii)		Electron	deficient	molecule
(4) NaCl   (iv)  Polar covalent bond

a) (1) - (iii), (2)-(i), (3)-(iv), (4)-(ii)
b) (1) - (ii), (2)-(iv), (3)-(i), (4)-(iii)
c) (1) - (i), (2)-(iv), (3)-(ii), (4)-(iii)
d) (1) - (ii), (2)-(iii), (3)-(iv), (4)-(i)

Part - I

Note :  (1)  Answer all the questions.  (15 × 1 = 15)

 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the 
given four alternatives and write the option 
code and the corresponding answer.

1. Which one of the following represents 180 g of 
water?

a) 6 022 10
180

23. × molecules of water

b) 5 moles of water

c) 6.022 × 1024 molecules of water

d) 90 moles of water

2. Which of the following compound(s) has / have 
percentage of carbon same as that in ethylene (C2H4)?
a) benzene   b) propene
c) ethane   d) ethyne 

3. Assertion :   Permanent hardness of water is removed 
by treatment with washing soda. 

 Reason     :   Washing soda reacts with soluble 
calcium and magnesium chlorides 
and sulphates in hard water to form 
insoluble carbonates.

a) Assertion is true but reason is false.
b) Both assertion and reason are true and reason is 

the correct explanation of assertion.
c) Both assertion and reason are false.
d) Both assertion and reason are true but reason is 

not the correct explanation of assertion.
4. Flame colour of potassium salts in Bunsen burner.

a) Lilac (violet)  b) Crimson red
c) Apple green  d) Yellow

Instructions :  (1)  Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall 
Supervisor immediately.

  (2)  Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil to draw diagrams.
Note :  Draw diagrams and write equations wherever necessary.
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11. The structure of isobutyl group in organic compound.
 a) CH3 – CH – CH2 –

CH3

 
 

 b)  CH3 – CH2 – CH2 – CH2–

c) CH3 – CH – CH2 – CH3
 

 d)    CH3 – C

CH3

CH3

12. Which of the following is optically active?
a) Meso-tartaic acid b) 3-Chloropentane 
c) Glucose   d) 2-Chloropropane

13. The geometrical shape of carbocation is:
a) planar   b) linear
c) pyramidal  d) tetrahedral

14. An alkane is obtained by decarboxylation of 
propionate. Same alkane can be prepared by:
a) reduction of 1-chloro propane
b) catalytic hydrogenation of propene
c) reduction of bromo methane
d) action of sodium metal on iodomethane

15. Of the following compounds, which has the highest 
boiling point?
a) t-Butyl cholride b) n-Butyl chloride
c) n-propyl chloride d) Isobutyl chloride

Part - II
Note :  Answer any six questions. Question No. 24 is 

compulsory :  (6 × 2 = 12)
16. What is the empirical formula of the following?

(i) Fructose (C6H12O6)
(ii) Caffeine (C8H10N4O2)

17. State Aufbau principle. 
18. How do you convert para hydrogen into ortho 

hydrogen? 
19. Give any two characteristics of Gibbs free energy. 
20. Define	Hess’s	law	of	constant	heat	summation.
21. What is the relation between Kp and Kc? Give one 

example for which Kp is equal to Kc.
22. What is molal depression constant?
23. Write short notes on Swarts reaction.
24. Complete the following:

 a) CH3 – CH = CH2 + H2  Pt →
 b) CH3 MgCl + H2O  →  

Part - III
Note : Answer any six questions. Question No.33 is 

compulsory: (6 × 3 = 18)
25. distinguish between oxidation and reduction.
26. Define	 electronegativity.	 State	 the	 trends	 in	 the	

variation of electronegativity in group and period
27. What are homogeneous and heterogeneous 

equilibria? Give example. 
28. What are ideal solutions? Give example. 
29. Give the sahpes of molecules predicted VSEPR 

Theory. 
 a) BeCl2  b) NH3  c) H2O
30. Give the general formula for the following class of 

organic compounds.
 a) Alkanes b) Alkenes c) Alkynes
31. What is resonance? 
32. Suggest a simple chemical test to distinguish propane 

and propene.
33. Inside a certain automobile engine, the volume of 

air in a cylinder is 0.375 dm3, when the pressure is 
1.05 atm.  When the gas is compressed to a volume 
of 0.125 dm3 at the same temperature, what is the 
pressure of the compressed air?

Part - IV
Note : Answer all the questions:  (5 × 5 = 25)
34. (a)  (i) What is Exchange energy?
  (ii) Write a note on principal quantum number.

(OR)
	 (b)	 	(i)	 Define	atomic	radius.
  (ii) Explain diagonal relationship.

35. (a)  Discuss the similarities between beryllium and 
aluminium.

(OR)
 (b) (i) State the First Law of Thermodynamics.
  (ii) What are the conditions for the spontaneity 

of a process?

36. (a) How will you determine the molar mass of a 
solute from osmotic pressure?

(OR)
	 (b)	 (i)	 Define	Bond	Order.	
  (ii) What are the salient features of VB theory?
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37. (a) (i) What is meant by Homologous series?
  (ii) Give the structure for the following 

compounds:
    1) 3-methylpentane
    2) 2-methylpropan-2-ol
    3) Propanone

(OR)

 (b) Explain the formation of H2 molcule using MO 
theory.

38. (a) (i) How does Huckel rule help to decide the 
aromatic character of a compound?

  (ii) Write the reaction for conversion of 
acetylene to benzene.

(OR)
 (b) Simplest alkene (A) reacts with HBr to form 

compound (B). Compound (B) reacts with 
ammonia to form compound (C) of molecular 
formula, C2H7N. Compound (C) undergoes 
carbylamine test. Identify (A), (B) and (C) and 
write the reactions.



    
ANSWERS

 Part - I
1. c) 6.022 × 1024 molecules of water
2. b) propene
3 b)  Both assertion and reason are true and reason is 

the correct explanation of assertion.
4. d) Yellow

5. c) 2CaSO4.2H2O

6. c)  inversely proportional to the square root of its 
molecular weight.

7. d) negative
8. c) remain the same
9. c) 0.04 M 
10. d) (1) - (ii), (2)-(iii), (3)-(iv), (4)-(i) 

11. a) CH3 – CH – CH2 –

CH3
12. c) Glucose
13. a) planar
14. d) action of sodium metal on iodomethane
15. b) n-Butyl chloride 

Part - II
16. 

Compound Molecular  
formula

Empirical  
formula

Fructose C6 H12 O6 CH2O
Caffeine C8 H10 N4 O2 C4 H5 N2 O

17. In	the	ground	state	of	the	atoms,	the	orbitals	are	filled	
in order of their increasing energies.

18. Conversion of para into ortho hydrogen :
(i) By treatment with catalyst like Pt or Fe.
(ii) By passing an electric discharge
(iii) By heating to 800°C or more.
(iv) By mixing with paramagnetic molecules like 

O2, NO, NO2.
(v) By mixing with nascent hydrogen or atomic 

hydrogen.

19. (i)	 	Free	energy	is	defined	as	G	=	H	–	TS.	‘G’	is	a	
state function.

(ii) G- Extensive property; ΔG - intensive property.
 When mass remains constant between initial and 

final	states	of	system.
(iii) ‘G’ has a single value for the thermodynamic 

state of the system.
(iv) G and ΔG values correspond to the system only.

Process Sponta-
neous

Equilibri-
um

Non- 
sponta-
neous

ΔG –Ve Zero +Ve
(v) Gibbs free energy and the net work done by 

the system:
 For any system at constant pressure and temperature
	 	 ΔG	 =	 ΔH	–	TΔS	 ......(1)
 We know that,
	 	 ΔH	 =	 ΔU	+	PΔV
 ∴	 ΔG	 =	 ΔU	+	PΔV	–	TΔS
	 from	first	law	of	thermodynamics
	 	 ΔU	 =	 q	+	w
 from second law of thermodynamics

	 	 ΔS	 =	
q
T

G q w P V T q
T

∆ = + + ∆ − 





	 	 ΔG	 =	 w	+	PΔV
	 						−ΔG	 =	 −w	−	PΔV	 ......(2)
But	−PΔV	represents	the	work	done	due	to	expansion	
against a constant external pressure.
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20. The enthalpy change of a reaction either at constant 
volume or constant pressure is the same whether it 
takes place in a single or multiple steps provided the 
initial	and	final	states	are	same.

A B
ΔHr

ΔHr = ΔH1 +  ΔH2 + ΔH3

ΔH1 ΔH3
ΔH2X Y

21. The relation between KP and KC is K K RTp C
ng= ( ) ∆( )

Kp = equilibrium constant is terms of partial pressure
Kc = equilibrium constant is terms of concentration
R = gas constant 
T = Temperature
Δng = Difference between the sum of the number of 
moles of products and the sum of number of moles 
of reactants in the gas phase 
When	Δng = 0
KP = KC (RT)0 = KC    ie., KP = KC 
Example : H2(g) + I2(g) � ⇀�↽ ��  2HI (g)
Δng = 2 – 2 = 0
ΔKP = KC for the synthesis of HI

22. Kf  = molal freezing point depression constant or 
cryoscopic constant.

ΔTf  = Kf.m,	Where	ΔTf  = depression in freezing point  
m = molality of the solution

Kf  = cryoscopic constant

If	m	=	1,		ΔTf = Kf

ie., cryoscopic constant is equal to the depression in 
freezing point for 1 molal solution cryoscopic constant 
depends on the molar concentration of the solute particles. 
Kf is directly proportional to the molar concentration 
of the solute particles

∆ =
× ×

×
T

K W
M W

B

B A
f

f 1000

WB = mass of the solute, WA = mass of solvent
MB = Molecular mass of the solute.

23. Chloro or bromo alkanes on heating with metallic 
fluorides	 like	 AgF,	 SbF3 or Hg2F2	 gives	 fluoro	
alkanes. This reactions is called Swarts reaction.

CH3CH2Br + AgF
Bromoethane      
            Δ
 CH3CH2F + AgBr
  Fluoro ethane

24. a) CH3 – CH2 – CH3   →   Propene

 b) CH4 + Mg(OH)Cl  →  Methane 

Part - II
25. 

Oxidation Reduction
(i) Addition of oxygen 

and removal of hy-
drogen

Additional of hydro-
gen and removal of 
oxygen

(ii) This process involves 
loss of electrons
Fe2+      →  Fe3+ + e–

This process involves 
gain electrons.
Cu2+ + 2e–      →  Cu

(iii) Oxidation number 
increases

Oxidation number 
decreases

(iv) Ca + S      →  Ca2+ + 2e– Zn2+ + 2e–      →  Zn
(v) Removal of Metal

2KI + H2O2 
     →  

 2KOH + I2

Addition of metal
HgCl2 + Hg      →  
 Hg2Cl2

26. It	 is	defined	as	the	relative	tendency	of	an	element	
present in a covalently bonded molecule, to attract 
the shared pair of electrons towards itself. 

(i)    Variation of Electronegativity in a period:  
     The electronegativity generally increases across 

a period from left to right. The atomic radius 
decreases in a period, as the attraction between 
the valence electron and the nucleus increases. 
Hence the tendency to attract shared pair of 
electrons increases. Therefore, electronegativity 
also increases in a period

(ii)  Variation of Electronegativity in a group :
    The electronegativity generally decreases down 

a group. As we move down a group the atomic 
radius increases and the nuclear attractive force 
on the valence electron decreases. Hence, the 
electronegativity decreases.
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7. The correct relative order of +I effect of alkyl groups 
is : 
a) – C(CH3)3 > – CH (CH3)2 > – CH2CH3 > – CH3

b) – CH3 > – CH2CH3 > – CH(CH3)2 > – C(CH3)3

c) – CH2CH3 > – CH3 > – C(CH3)3 > – CH(CH3)2

d) – CH(CH3)2 > –  C(CH3)3 > – CH2CH3 > – CH3

8. Splitting of spectral lines in an electric field is called:
a) Compton effect b) Zeeman effect
c) Stark effect  d) Shielding effect

9. Which one of the following is incorrect statement?
a) Presence of catalyst affects both the forward 

reaction and reverse reation to the same extent.
b) For a system at equilibrium, Q is always less 

than the equilibrium constant.
c) Equilibrium constant varies with temperature.
d)   Equilibrium can be attained from either side of 

the reaction.

10. CH2–C–CH3 and CH2 = C – CH3=

O O
 are :

a) optical isomers b) resonating structures
c) conformers  d) tautomers

11. Which of the following has highest hydration 
energy?
a) BaCl2 b) MgCl2 c) SrCl2 d) CaCl2

12. Equimolal aqueous solutions of NaCl and KCl are 
prepared. If the freezing point of NaCl is –2°C, the 
freezing point of KCl solution is expected to be:
a) –1°C b) –2°C c) 0°C d) –4°C

13. Which one of the following is diamagnetic?
a) O2

2−    b) O2
+  

c) O2   d) None of these

Part - I
Note :  (i)  Answer all the questions.  (15 × 1 = 15)
 (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the 

given four alternatives and write the option 
code and the corresponding answer.

1. Tritium nucleus contains : 
a) 1p + 2n    b) 1p + 0n
c) 1p + 1n   d) 2p + 1n

2. Match the following:
(1) –NO2     (i) Propyl
(2) –OCH3    (ii) Amino
(3) –CH2–CH2–CH3 (iii) Methoxy
(4) –NH2    (iv) Nitro
a) (1) - (iii), (2)-(ii), (3)-(iv), (4)-(i)
b) (1) - (iii), (2)-(iv), (3)-(i), (4)-(ii)
c) (1) - (iv), (2)-(iii), (3)-(i), (4)-(ii)
d) (1) - (ii), (2)-(i), (3)-(iv), (4)-(iii)

3. 7.5 g of a gas occupies a volume of 5.6 L at 0°C and 
1 atm pressure. The gas is : 
a) CO b) NO c) CO2 d) N2O

4. The intensive property among the quantities below 
is:
a) enthalpy   b) mass

c) mass
volume   d) volume

5. Which of the following is aliphatic saturated 
hydrocarbon? 
a) C9H18   b) C8H14

c) C8H18   d) All of the above
6. Spodumene is the mineral source for which of the 

following alkali metal? 
a) Lithium   b) Sodium
c) Rubidium  d) Potassium

Instructions :  (1)  Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall 
Supervisor immediately.

  (2)  Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil to draw diagrams.
Note :  Draw diagrams and write equations wherever necessary.
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14. Assertion :   In monohaloarenes, electrophilic 
substitution occurs at ortho and para 
positions.

 Reason     :   Halogen atom is a ring deactivator.
a) Assertion is true but reason is false.
b) Both assertion and reason are true and reason 

is the correct explanation of assertion.
c) Both assertion and reason are false.
d) Both assertion and reason are true but reason is 

not the correct explanation of assertion.
15. A bottle of ammonia and a bottle of HCl connected 

through a long tube are opened simultaneously at 
both ends. The white ammonium chloride ring will 
be first formed: 
a) near the ammonia bottle
b) at the center of the tube
c) throughout the length of the tube
d) near the hydrogen chloride bottle

Part - II
Note :  Answer any six questions. Question No. 24 is 

compulsory :  (6 × 2 = 12)
16. Define Gram equivalent mass.
17. Calculate the maximum number of electrons that can 

be accommodated in L shell.
18. Mention the three types of covalent hydrides.
19. What are the conditions for the spontaneity of a 

process?
20. Explain sign convention of heat.
21. Give a balanced chemical equation for the equilibium 

reaction for which the equilibrium constant is given 

by expression  K
NH O

NO H O
C = [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]
3

4
2

5

4
2

6
.

22. Define the term “isotonic solution”.
23. How will you convert ethyl chloride to ethane? 
24. Complete the following reactions

 (i) C6H5Cl + 2NH3  
250°C
50 atm

 (ii) C6H5Cl + 2Na + Cl – C6H5 

Ether
Δ

Part - III
Note : Answer any six questions. Question No.33 is 

compulsory: (6 × 3 = 18)
25. Calculate the oxidation number of underlined 

elements.
 (i) CO2  (ii) H2SO4

26. Define electron affinity.
27. State Dalton Law of partial pressures.
28. Write the formula to calculate the molar mass of 

a solute from relative lowering of vapour pressure 
values.

29. Describe the formation of HF molecule by orbital 
overlap.

30. What is meant by optical isomerism?
31. Give any three differences between nucleophiles and 

electrophiles.
32. What happens when ethylene is passed through cold 

dilute alkaline potassium permanganate?
33. The equilibrium concentrations of NH3, N2 and 

H2 are 1.8 × 10–2 M, 1.2 × 10–2 M and 3 ×  10–2M 
respectively. Calculate the equilibrium constant for 
the formation of NH3 from N2 and H2.

Part - IV

Note : Answer all the questions:  (5 × 5 = 25)
34. (a)  (i) How many orbitals are possible for n = 4?
  (ii)  Write the electronic configuration and 

orbital diagram for nitrogen.
(OR)

 (b)  Describe the Pauling method for the 
determination of ionic radius.

35. (a)  (i)  What are the reasons for the anomalous 
properties of Beryllium? 

  (ii)  Give any three properties of Beryllium that 
are different from other elements of the 
group.

(OR)
 (b)  Explain the characteristics of internal energy.
36. (a)  How will you determine the molar mass of 

solute from elevation of boiling point?
(OR)

 (b)  Define. 
   (i)  Bond length  (ii)    Bond angle
   (iii) Bond enthalpy
37. (a)  How will you determine the ionic character in 

covalent bond using electronegativity values?
  (OR)
 (b)  Give the IUPAC names of the following 

compounds. 
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  (i) CH3 – CH – CH – CH3

                      |         |
             CH3    Br
  (ii) CH3 – O – CH3

  (iii) CH3 – CH2 – CH – CHO
                    |
                        OH
  (iv) CH2 = CH – CH = CH2

  (v) CH3 – C  ≡ C – CH – CH3

                                     |
               Cl
38. (a)   How will you prepare the following compounds 

from benzene?
  (i)  nitrobenzene 
  (ii) benzene sulphonic acid
  (iii) BHC

(OR)
 (b)  Simplest alkene (A) reacts with HCl to form 

compound (B). Compound (B) reacts with 
ammonia to form compound (C) of molecular 
formula C2H7N. Compound (C) undergoes 
carbylamine test. Identify (A), (B) and (C).


ANSWERS

Part - I
1. a) 1p + 2n
2. c) (1) - (iv), (2)-(iii), (3)-(i), (4)-(ii)
3 b) NO

4. c) mass
volume

5. c) C8H18

6. a) Lithium
7. a) – C(CH3)3 > – CH (CH3)2 > – CH2CH3 > – CH3

8. c) Stark effect
9. b)  For a system at equilibrium, Q is always less 

than the equilibrium constant.
10. d) tautomers

11. b) MgCl2

12. b) –2°C

13. a) O2
2−

14. d)  Both assertion and reason are true but reason 
is not the correct explanation of assertion.

15. d) near the hydrogen chloride bottle 

Part - II
16.  Gram equivalent mass is defined as the mass of 

an element (compound or ion) that combines or 
displaces 1.008 g hydrogen or 8 g oxygen or 35.5 g 
chlorine.

17. ‘L’ shell refers to the prinicipal 
   quantum no, n = 2

 There are 4 orbital associated with

  n = 2  ⇒ 2x, 2px, 2py and 2pz

     = 2(2)2  = 8

 Each orbitals can occupy 2 electrons. Hence,  
the maximum no.of electron L-Shell can occupy is 8.

18. Covalent hydrides are further divided into three 
categories, viz., 

�� electron precise (CH4, C2H6, SiH4, GeH4),
�� electron-deficient (B2H6) and 
�� electron-rich hydrides (NH3, H2O).

19. The spontaneity of any process depends on three 
different factors. 

 (i)  If the enthalpy change of a process is negative, 
then the process is exothermic and may be 
spontaneous. (ΔH is negative)

 (ii)  If the entropy change of a process is positive, 
then the process may occur spontaneously.  
(ΔS is positive)

 (iii)  The gibbs free energy which is the combination 
of the above two (ΔH -TΔS) should be 
negative for a reaction to occur spontaneously,  
i.e. the necessary condition for a reaction to be 
spontaneous is ΔH -TΔS < 0

20. The symbol of heat is q.

 (i)  If heat flows into the system from the 
surrounding, energy of a system increases. 
Hence it is taken to be positive (+q).

 (ii)  If  heat flows out of the system into the 
surrounding, energy of the system decreases. 
Hence, it is taken to be negative (–q).
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21. K
NH O

NO H O
C = [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]
3

4
2

5

4
2

6

Chemical equation is,

4 NO + 6H2O � ⇀�↽ ��  4NH3 + 5O2

22. (i)   Two solutions having same osmotic pressure 
at a given temperature are called isotonic 
solutions.

 (ii)    When such solutions are separated by a 
semipermeable membrane, solvent flow 
between one to the other on either direction is 
same, i.e. the net solvent flow between the two 
isotonic solutions is zero.

23. Ethyl Chloride  →  Ethane : 

 
CH CH Cl CH CH HClH

Zn HCl
Ethyl

3 2 3 3− −  → − +[ ]
/

     Chloride                               Ethane

24. (i) C6H5Cl + 2NH3  
250°C
50 atm

 C6H5NH2 + NH4Cl

 (ii) C6H5Cl + 2Na + Cl – C6H5 

Ether
Δ    

 C6H5 – C6H5 + 2NaCl

Part - III
25. (i)  CO2 
  X + 2 (–2) = 0
                       X = + 4
 (ii) H2SO4

  2(+1) + X + 4 (–2) = 0
  2 + X – 8 = 0
         X = +6

26. Electron affinity is defined as the amount of energy 
released (required in the case noble gases) when an 
electron is added to the valence shell of an isolated 
neutral gaseous atom in its ground state to form its 
anion. It is expressed in kJ mol–1.

 A + e–  →   A– + EA

27. John Dalton stated that “the total pressure of a 
mixture of non-reacting gases is the sum of partial 
pressures of the gases present in the mixture” 
where the partial pressure of a component gas is the 
pressure that it would exert if it were present alone 
in the same volume and temperature. This is known 
as Dalton’s law of partial pressures.

 i.e., for a mixture containing three gases 1, 2 and 3 
with partial pressures p1, p2 and p3 in a container with 
volume V, the total pressure Ptotal will be give by 

 Ptotal = p1 + p2 + p3

28. Let wA and wB be the weights of the solvent and 
solute respectively and their corresponding molar 
masses are MA and MB, then the mole fraction of the 
solute xB is

 xB  =  
n

n n
B

A B+
  ...(1)

 Here, nA & nB are the moles of the solvent and the 
solute respectively. For dilute solutions nA>>nB. 
Hence nA +nB ≈ nA. Now

 xB  =  n
n

B

A
 Number of moles of solvent and the solute are,

 nA = W
M

A

A

  , nB = 
W
M

B

B

 Therefore, xB =  

W
M
W
M

B

B

A

A

   ...(2)

 Thus,    

 

P P
P

W
M
W
M

solvent solution

solvent

B

B

A

A

�

�

−
=

           

∆ =
×
×

P
P

W M
W MA

B A

A B
�

  
...(3)

 From the equation (3) the molar mass of the solute 
(MB) can be calculated using the known values of 
wA, wB, MA and the measured relative lowering of 
vapour pressure.

29. Formation of HF molecule:
 Electronic configuration of hydrogen atom is 1s1

 Valence shell electronic configuration of fluorine 
atom : 2s2 2px

2, 2py
2, 2pz

1

 When half filled 1s orbital of hydrogen linearly 
overlaps with a half filled 2pz orbital of fluorine, a 
σ-covalent bond is formed between hydrogen and 
fluorine.

+
H HF

2pz1s sp overlapping

=
F

x y

z↿ ↿ ↿⇂

Formation of HF Molecule
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30. Optical isomerism :
 (i)  Compounds having same physical and chemical 

property but differ only in the rotation of plane 
of the polarized light are known as optical 
isomers and the phenomenon is known as 
optical isomerism.

 (ii)  The optical isomer, which rotates the plane 
of the plane polarised light to the right or in 
clockwise direction is said to be dextrorotary 
denoted by the sign (+), whereas the compound 
which rotates to the left or anticlockwise is said 
to be leavorotatary denoted by sign(–). 

  Eg. d and l glucose.
31. 

S. 
No. Electrophiles Nucleophiles

(i) Electron deficient Electron rich

(ii) They are cations. They are anions.
(iii) They are Lewis acids. They are Lewis bases.

(iv) They accept an electron 
pair.

They donate an 
electron pair.

(v) Eg :NO+
2, R

+, etc Eg : CN–, RCOO–, etc

32. Ethene reacts with cold alk KMno4 (Balyer’s regent to 
give ethane 1,2 - diol

CH2 CH2 + H2O

CH2 CH2

OH OH
+ MnO2

dark brown
ethane-1,2-diol

[O] Cold dil. KMnO4
273 K

33. Given data:

 [NH3] = 1.8 × 10–2 M

 [N2] = 1.2 × 10–2 M

 [H2] = 3 × 10–2 M

 Kc = ?

 Solution :

 N2(g) + 3H2(g)  �   2NH3(g)

       KC  =  
[ ]

[ ][ ]
NH

N H
3

2

2 2
3

  =  
1 8 10 1 8 10

1 2 10 3 10 3 10 3 10

2 2

2 2 2 2

. .
.

× × ×
× × × × × × ×

− −

− − − −

  = 1 × 103 L2 mol–2

Part - IV
34.(a)(i)  If n = 4, the possible number of orbitals are 

calculated as follows.

  n = 4  main shell = N

  If n = 4   L values are 0, 1, 2, 3

  If l = 0  4s orbital = 1 orbital

  If l = 1  m = –1, 0, +1 = 3 orbitals.

  If l = 2  m = –2, –1, 0, +1, +2 = 5 orbitals.

  If l = 3  m = –3, –2, –1, 0, +1, +2, +3 =  
 7 orbitals

  ∴ Total number of orbitals = 16 orbitals.

 (ii)  Nitrogen : 

  Electronic configuration = 1s2, 2s2, 2p3

  Orbital diagram for Nitrogen :

   

↿⇂ ↿⇂ ↿↿ ↿
1s2 2s2 2px

1 2py 2pz
1 1

(OR)

(b)  (i)  Ionic radius is defined as the distance from the 
center of the nucleus of the ion up-to which it 
exerts its influence on the electron cloud of the 
ion.

(ii)   Ionic radius of uni-univalent crystal can be 
calculated using Pauling’s method from the 
inter ionic distance between the nuclei of the 
cation and anion. 

(iii) Pauling assumed that ions present in a crystal 
lattice are perfect spheres, and they are in 
contact with each other therefore,

   d = rC+ + rA -  ...(1)
 Where d is the distance between the centre 

of the nucleus of cation C+ and anion A– and 
rC+, rA– are the radius of the cation and anion 
respectively.

(iv) Pauling also assumed that the radius of the ion 
having noble gas electronic configuration is 
inversely proportional to the effective nuclear 
charge.



Instructions : 
 1) Check the question paper for  fairness of printing. If there is any lack of fairness, inform the Hall Supervisor Immediately.
 2) Use Blue or Black ink to write and underline and pencil to draw diagrams

8. Which of the following statement is used to terminate the 
execution of the loop?

(a) while (b) goto (c) break (d) continue

9. In C++ Which function is used to check whether a 
character is alphanumeric or not?

(a) islower()   

(b) isalpha() 

(c) isdigit() 

(d) isalnum()

10. int age[] = {6, 80, 75, 21, 10}; How many elements are there 
in this array?

(a) 4 (b) 2 (c) 5 (d) 6

11. Which of the following is a user defined data type?

(a) char (b) class (c) float (d) int

12. Which of the following constructor is executed for the 
following prototype? add display (add & a);

(a) copy constructor 

(b) default constructor

(c) parameterized constructor
(d) non-parameterized constructor

13. In C++ which of the following operator can be overloaded?
(a) ?: (b) + (c) sizeof (d) : :

14. Which amongst the following is executed in the order of 
inheritance?
(a) composition  
(b) destructor
(c)  abstraction  
(d) constructor

15. Which of the following deals with procedures, practices 
and values?
(a) computer ethics (b) piracy
(c)  programs   (d) virus
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PART - I
Note : (i)  Answer all the questions. [15 × 1 = 15]

  (ii)  Choose the most appropriate answer from the given 
four alternatives and write the option code and the 
corresponding answer.

1. Identify the output device.
(a)  Mouse 
(b) Keyboard 
(c)  Memory 
(d)  Monitor

2. Which gate is called as the logical inverter?
(a) XNOR (b) AND (c) OR (d) NOT

3. How many level of securities is provided by operating 
system to the user?
(a) 3 (b) 2 (c) 5 (d) 4

4. In windows applications which is the default folder to save 
files?
(a) My computer  
(b) My document
(c) My pictures  
(d) Documents and settings

5. After the assignment what values will be stored in the 
variables m, n?
(1) m, n : = 10, 5 (ii) m, n : = m+3, n–2
(3) m, n : =?,?
(a) 3,13 (b) 10,13 (c) 13,3 (d) 10,5

6. How many times the loop is iterated?
m:=0
while (m<5)
m:=m+1
(a) 10 (b) 4 (c) 5 (d) 6

7. The smallest individual unit in a program is :
(a) Tokens   (b) Pseudo code
(c)  Algorithm  (d) Flowchart

COMPUTER SCIENCE
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PART - II

Note :  Answer any six questions. Question No. 24 is 
compulsory. 6 × 2 = 12

16. What is the functions of an ALU?
17. Convert the given binary number (11.011)2 into its decimal 

equivalent.
18. What is recursion?
19. Write a note on break and continue statement in C++.
20. Write the syntax and example of, if statement.
21. What are importance of void data type?
22. What is polymorphism?
23. What is TSCII?
24. If a=65, b=15, then find

(i) a&b  (ii) a^b

PART - III
Note :  Answer any six questions. Question No. 35 is   

compulsory. 6 × 3 = 18

25. Write the truth table of fundamental gates.
26. Differentiate CD and DVD. 
27. Write note on recycle bin.
28. What is decomposition?
29. Write short note on :

(i) Keywords 
(ii) Identifiers

30. Write note on strcmp() function in C++.
31. What is an Array? What are the types?
32. Write about three types of visibility mode.
33. Read the following C++ code and answer the questions 

given below :

  #include<iomanip>
  #include<iostream>
 using namespace std;
 class product
 {
  int code, quantity;
  float price;
  public;
  void assigndata ();
  void print();
 };
 int main()
 {

  product p1, p2;

  cout<<"\n Memory allocation for object p1" <<sizeof(p1);

  cout<<"\n Memory allocation for object p2" <<sizeof(p2);

  return 0;
 }
 (i) what is name of the class in the above program?
 (ii) What are the data members of the class?
 (iii) What is the memory size of the objects p1, p2?

PART - IV

Note : Answer all the questions: 5 × 5 = 25

34. (a) Discuss the various generations of computers. 

(OR)
 (b) Write the uses of operating system.

35. (a) Explain the types of errors in C++.
(OR)

 (b)  What is an entry controlled loop? Explain any one 
of the entry controlled loop with syntax and suitable 
example.

36. (a)  What are the key differences between if.. else and 
switch statements in C++?

(OR)
 (b)   Explain scope rules of variables in C++ with example.

37. (a)  (i)  What is structure? What is its use?
  (ii)  Write the syntax and an example for creating a 

structure.
  (iii)  How to access members of a structure? Give 

example.
(OR)

 (b) Write the output for the following C++ program.

   Assume the values for age as 23, height as 161.5 and 
weights as 45.

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
struct Student
{
 int age;
 float height, weight;
}obj;
int main()
{
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 count<<"\nEnter the age:";
 cin>>obj.age;
 cout<<"\nEnter the height:";

 cin>>obj.height;
 cout<<"\nEnter the weight:";
 cin>>obj.weight;
 cout<<"\nYour details:";
 cout<<"\nAge:"<<obj.age;
 cout<<"\nHeight:"<<obj.height;
 cout<<"\tWeight:"<<obj.weight;
 return 0;
}

38. (a) (i) Explain the main features of OOPS.
  (ii) What are the advanatges of OOPS.

(OR)

 (b)  Debug the given C++ program to get the following 
output:

Output
Sum Constructor :
Difference Constructor :

1. Add :

2. Difference :
Enter your choice : 2
Enter the values for a and b : 20 60
The difference of two numbers are : – 40
Difference Destructor :
Sum Destructor:

Program

?include<iostream>
using namespace std
class sum
{
 int a,s;
 protected:
  int b;
  publicly :
   void sum()
   {
    a=b=s=0;
    cout<<"\nSum Constructor:";
   }
   void input();
   {
    cout<<"\nEnter the values for a  
 and b:";

    cin>>a>>b
   }
   void addition();
   {
    s=a+b;
    cout<<"\nThe sum of two numbers 
 is:"<<s;
   }
   void minus()
   {
    return a-b;
   }
   +sum()
   {
    cout<<"\nSum Destructor:";
   }  };
class difference # public sum
{
 int d1;
 public
  difference()
  {
   d=0
   cout<<"\nDifference Constructor:";
  }
  void sub()
  {
   input();
   d=minuses();
    cout<<"\n The difference of two 

 numbers are:"<<d;
  }
  difference()
  {
   cout<<"\nDifference Destructor:";
  }
};
int main[]
{
 difference obj;
 int ch=0;
 cout<<"\n1.Add:\n\n2.Difference:";
 cout<<"\n\nEnter your choice:";
 cin>>ch;
 switch(ch);
 {
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  case '1':
   obj.input();

   obj.addition();

   break;

  case '2':

   obj.sub();

   break;
 }
 return 0;
};



AnSweRS

PART - I
1. (d)  Monitor 

2. (d) NOT
3. (a) 3 
4. (b) My document
5. (c) 13,3 
6. (c) 5
7. (a) Tokens 
8. (c) break
9. (d) isalnum() 
10. (c) 5
11. (b) class 
12. (a) copy constructor
13. (b) + 
14. (d) constructor
15. (a) computer ethics

PART - II

16. (i)  The ALU performs arithmetic operations. 
(ii)  The result of an operation is stored in internal 

memory of CPU.

(iii)  The logical operations of ALU promote the decision 
making ability of a computer.

17. (11.011)2

Integer part (11)2 = 3

21 20 2–1 2–2 2–3

↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
1 1 . 0 1 1

= 3 + . (0 × 0.5 + 1 × 0.25 + 1 × 0.125) 
= 3.375
(11.011)2 = (3.375)10

18. A function that calls itself is known as recursive function. 
And, this technique is known as recursion.

19. break statement : A break statement is a jump statement 
which terminates the execution of loop and the control is 
transferred to resume normal execution after the body of 
the loop. 

 continue statement : The continue statement works quite 
similar to the break statement. Instead of terminating the 
loop (break statement), continue statement forces the loop 
to continue or execute the next iteration.

20. If Statement :

 Syntax :
 if (expression)
  true-block;
 statement-x;
 Example :
 #include<iostream>
 using namespace std;
 int main()
 {
  int qty, dis = 0;
  float rate, tot;
  cout<<"\n Enter the quantity";
  cin>>qty;
  cout<<"\nEnter the rate";
  cin>>rate;
  if(qty>500)
  dis=10;
  tot=(qty*rate)-(qty*rate*dis/100);
  cout<<"The total expenses is"<<tot;
  return 0;
 }

21. Void type has two important purposes:
(i)  To indicate the function does not return a value
(ii)  To declare a generic pointer.
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22. Polymorphism is the ability of a message or function to be 
displayed in more than one form.

23. TSCII (Tamil Script Code for Information Interchange) 
is the first coding system to handle our Tamil language in 
an analysis of an encoding scheme that is easily handled 
in electronic devices, including non-English computers. 
This encoding scheme was registered in lANA (Internet 
Assigned Numbers Authority) unit of ICANN.

24. If a = 65, b = 15 

 Equivalent binary values of 65 = 0100  0001;
    15 = 0000 1111

Operator Operation Result
i)   & a & b a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

b 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
a & b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(a & b) = 0000 00012 = 110

ii)  ^ a ^ b a 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
b

a ^ b

PART - III

25. The fundamental gates are AND, OR and NOT gates.

(i) AND Gate Truth Table :
A B A.B
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

(ii) OR Gate Truth Table :
A B A+B
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

(iii) NOT Gate Truth Table :
A Ā
0 1
1 0

26. S.No. CD DVD
(i) Expansion is Compact-

Disk
Expansion is Digital 
Versatile Disc.

(ii) A standard CD can 
store about 700 MB of 
Data.

A standard DVD can 
hold 4.7 GB of data.

(iii) CD players cannot play 
DVDs.

DVD players can play 
CDs.

(iv) It stores upto 80 min of 
audio.

It can range from 4.7 
GB to 17.08 GB.

27. Recycle bin is a special folder to keep the files or folders 
deleted by the user, which means you still have an 
opportunity to recover them. The user cannot access the 
files or folders available in the Recycle bin without restoring 
it. To restore file or folder from the Recycle Bin

 (i)  Open Recycle bin.

 (ii)   Right click on a file or folder to be restored and select 
Restore option from the pop-up menu.

 (iii)   To restore multiple files or folders, select Restore all 
items.

 (iv)   To delete all files in the Recycle bin, select Empty the 
Recycle Bin.

28. Problem decomposition is one of the elementary problem-
solving techniques. It involves breaking down a problem 
into smaller and more manageable problems, and 
combining the solutions of the smaller problems to solve 
the original problem.

29. Keywords: Keywords are the reserved words which 
convey specific meaning to the C++ compiler. They are the 
essential elements to construct C++ programs. Most of the 
keywords are common to C, C++ and Java. C++ is a case 
sensitive programming language so, all the keywords must 
be in lowercase.

  Identifiers : Identifiers are the user-defined names given to 
different parts of the C++program viz. variables, functions, 
arrays, classes etc., These are the fundamental building 
blocks of a program. Every language has specific rules for 
naming the identifiers.
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7. Which of the following is the exit control loop?
(a) do-while     
(b) for 
(c) while     

(d) if...else

8. Which is return data type of the function prototype of 
add(int, int);?
(a) int     (b) float 

(c) char     (d) double

9. Which of the following can be used to represent objects of 
uniform datatypes?

(a) Structures    
(b) functions 
(c) overloading   
(d) Arrays

10. Which keyword is used to create structures in C++?

(a) struct     

(b) strcture 

(c) void     

(d) const
11. Which of the following is not an advantage of OOP?

(a) Re-usability   
(b) Easy maintenance
(c) Security     
(d) Speed

12. Which of the following is used to create user defined 
datatype?
(a) properties    (b) operations 
(c) behaviour    (d) class

PART - I

Note :  (i) Answer all the questions.  15 × 1 = 15
 (ii) Choose the most appropriate answer from the 

given four alternatives and write the option code 
and the corresponding answer.

1. Which one of the following is used to in ATM machines

(a) Touch Screen  
(b) Speaker 
(c) Monitor     
(d) Printer

2. How many bytes does 1 Kilo Byte contain?

(a) 1000 (b) 8 (c) 4 (d) 1024

3. What is the capacity of 12cm diameter DVD with single 
sided and single layer?

(a) 4.7 GB     
(b) 5.5 GB 
(c) 7.8 GB    

(d) 2.2 GB

4. The shortcut key used to rename a file in windows

(a) F2 (b) F4 (c) F5 (d) F6

5. Which of the following statement evaluates only character 
or a integer data type?
(a) if-else   
(b) for 
(c) while   

(d) switch

6. Which operator is used to access reference of variable?
(a) $ (b) # (c) & (d) !

245 
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13. A class that  inherits from a super class is called ................

(a) sub class     (b) nested class

(c) super class   (d)  base class

14. Which of the following is not the common ethical issues?

(a) Cyber crime  

(b) Authorized access

(c) Hacking     

(d) Piracy

15. The first version of Unicode introduced in the year 
................ .

(a) 1990 (b) 1998 (c) 1991 (d) 1981

PART - II
Note :  Answer any six questions. Question No. 24 is 

compulsory. 6 × 2 = 12

16. What are the components of a CPU?

17. What is Boolean Algebra?

18. What is a program counter? 

19. Write the two ways to create a new folder.

20. List the main features of object oriented programming?

21. How the compiler identifies a given function is a 
constructor?

22. What is functions signature?

23. Differentiate containership and Inheritance?

24. What is spoofing?

PART - III

Note :  Answer any six of the following questions. Question 
No. 33 is compulsory. 6 × 3 = 18

25. Write the associative laws.

26. Differentiate CD and DVD. 

27. Name any three output devices.

28. Describe the differences between keywords and identifiers?

29. Write note an Array of strings.

30. Define information hiding.
31. How does a compiler decide as to which function should be 

invoked when there are many functions? Give an example.

32. What are the ways to define member functions of a class? 
Give example.

33. Add 11010102+1011012 

PART - IV

Note :  Answer all the questions. 5 × 5 = 25
34. (a) Explain any two secondary storage devices.

(OR)
 (b)  Write the procedure to create rename and save a file 

in Windows OS. 

35. (a) Explain the types of control flow statements.

(OR)
 (b)  Write an expression involving a logical operator to 

test, if marks are 75 and grade is 'A'.

36. (a) Explain Nested switch with an example.

(OR)

 (b)  Write in detail about the following C++ functions 
with general form and suitable example.   

         (i) isalnum( )   (ii) isdigit( )  (iii) strcpy( )

         (iv) strcmp( )   (v) strcat( )

37. (a)  Explain the parts of a Loop.

(OR)

 (b)  Debug the given C++ program to get the following 
output :

Output
Sum Constructor :
Difference Constructor :
1. Add :
2. Difference :
Enter your choice : 2
Enter the values for a and b : 20 60
The difference of two numbers are : – 40
Difference Destructor :
Sum Destructor:
Program
?include<iostream>
using namespace std
class sum
{
 int a,s;
 protected:
  int b;
  publicly :

 void sum()
 {
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  a=b=s=0;
  cout<<"\nSum Constructor:";
 }

 void input();

 {

  cout<<"\nEnter the values for a and b:";

  cin>>a>>b

 }

 void addition();

 {

  s=a+b;

  cout<<"\nThe sum of two numbers  is:"<<s;

 }

 void minus()

 {

  return a-b;

 }

 +sum()

 {

  cout<<"\nSum Destructor:";

 }  };

class difference # public sum

{

 int d1;

 public

  difference()

  {

  d=0

  cout<<"\nDifference Constructor:";

  }

  void sub()

  {

  input();

  d=minuses();

   cout<<"\n The difference of two numbers 
 are:"<<d;

  }

  difference()

  {

   cout<<"\nDifference Destructor:";
  }
};
int main[]
{
 difference obj;
 int ch=0;
 cout<<"\n1.Add:\n\n2.Difference:";
 cout<<"\n\nEnter your choice:";
 cin>>ch;
 switch(ch);
 {
  case '1':

 obj.input();
 obj.addition();
 break;

  case '2':
 obj.sub();
 break;

 }
 return 0;
}

38. (a) What are the restrictions on operator overloading?

(OR)

 (b)  Explain I/O operators with syntax and give example.



AnSweRS

PART - I

1. (a) Touch Screen
2. (d) 1024

3. (a) 4.7 GB
4. (a) F2
5. (d) switch
6. (c) &
7. (a) do-while
8. (a) int
9. (d) Arrays

10. (a) struct
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11. (d) Speed
12. (d) class
13. (a) sub class
14. (b) Authorized access

15. (c) 1991

PART - II

16.  The CPU has three components which are Control unit, 
Arithmetic and Logic unit (ALU) and Memory unit.

17.  Boolean algebra is a mathematical discipline that is 
used for designing digital circuits in a digital computer. 
It describes the relation between inputs and outputs of a 
digital circuit. Example: X = A +B. 

18.  The Program Counter (PC) is a special register in the CPU 
which always keeps the address of the next instruction to 
be executed. 

19. There are two ways in which you can create a new folder:

 Method I:

 Step 1 :  Open Computer Icon.

 Step 2 :   Open any drive where you want to create a 
new folder. (For example select D:)

	 Step	3	:		 Click	on	File	→	New	→	Folder.

 Step 4 :     A new folder is created with the default name 
“New	folder”.

 Step 5 :  Type in the folder name and press Enter key.

 Method II:

 In order to create a folder in the desktop:

	 Step	1	:		 In	the	Desktop,	right	click	→	New	→	Folder.

	 Step	2:		 	A	Folder	appears	with	the	default	name	“New	
folder”	and	it	will	be	highlighted	as	shown.

 Step 3 :   Type the name you want and press Enter Key.
 Step 4 :  The name of the folder will change.

20. Important features of Object oriented programming : 
(i) Emphasizes on data rather than algorithm.
(ii) Data abstraction is introduced in addition to 

procedural abstraction.

(iii) Data and its associated operations are grouped in to 
single unit.

(iv) Programs are designed around the data being 
operated

(v) Relationships can be created between similar, yet 
distinct data types

(vi) Example: C++, Java,	VB.Net,	Python	etc.

21.	 Compiler	 identifies	 a	 given	 member	 function	 is	 a	
constructor by its name and the return type.

22. The number and types of a function's parameters are called 
the function's signature

23.

Containership Inheritance

When a class contains 
objects of another class 
as its members, this kind 
of relationship is called 
containership.

Inheritance lets you create 
or define a specialized 
instance of a class that 
shares the properties of the 
class and at the same time 
adds new feature on it.

24. It is a malicious practice in which communication is send 
from unknown source disguised as a source known to the 
receiver.

PART - III

25. Associative
 A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C
 A . (B . C) = (A . B) . C

26. 

S.No. CD DVD
(i) Expansion is Compact-

Disk
Expansion is Digital 
Versatile Disc.

(ii) A standard CD can 
store about 700 MB of 
Data.

A standard DVD can 
hold 4.7 GB of data.

(iii) CD players cannot play 
DVDs.

DVD players can play 
CDs.

(iv) It stores upto 80 min of 
audio.

It can range from 4.7 
GB to 17.08 GB.




